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U niversity of New H am pshire, May, 1988
Space missions in the  near fu tu re  will require  power p lan ts and 
cooling systems to  operate in space. Such systems will o ften  
incorporate  two-phase (vapor-liquid) heat transfer loops. H eat 
tran sfe r processes such as boiling and condensation involve two-phase 
flow and are g rav ity  dependent. Such un it operations would, 
therefo re , be expected to behave d ifferen tly  in a  m icro-gravitational 
("micro-g") environm ent. In  this study, a unique approach to study 
the flow  patterns of vapor-liquid flow in micro-g is presented. 
S im ulation of a micro-g vapor-liquid flow on ea rth  is accom plished by 
the use of two immiscible liquids of equal density. This equal 
density two-liquid system m akes the buoyancy forces approach zero 
which is the case for real vapor-liquid flow in micro-g conditions. 
W ater and properly  selected oils are  used in the experim ents. In  
sim ulating  micro-g vapor-liquid flow, th e  oil which is m ore viscous 
and m ore w ettable liquid represents the  "liquid" phase and w ater (less 
viscous and less wettable w ith respect to waxed tube surface) 
corresponds to th e  "vapor" phase.
T h e  experim ents are  carried  out in a horizontal pyrex glass tube 
(6.1 m long and 234 cm ID). Data a re  obtained for five d ifferen t 
fluid systems to study the e ffect of viscosity ratio, in terfacial
xv
tension, and w ettab ility  o f tw o fluids on flow  regim e boundary  lines. 
C om parison of the  sim ulated  versus actual micro-g vapor-liquid  flow  
regim e data  indicates the  valid ity  of th is sim ula tion  approach. T he 
experim en ta l results a re  also com pared against T a ite l-D uk ler and 
W eism an e t al. m odel p redictions under micro-g conditions. A  flow  
regim e m ap fo r vapor-liquid flow in a micro-g env ironm en t is developed 
fo r usage in designing two-phase systems in space applications.
T he  effect of grav ity  on nucleate boiling is also considered.
T he sta tic  and  dynam ic forces acting  on a grow ing vapor bubble on 
heating  surface are  evaluated  and how th e ir in te rac tion  causes th e  
bubble to detach from  the surface is presented. By using a force 
balance, the bubble d ep artu re  radius is calculated  and  com pared w ith  
experim en ta l m easurem ents from  lite ra tu re  under micro-g conditions.
L INTRODUCTION
T he exploration  of space has b rough t w ith it a spectrum  of 
effective  g rav ita tiona l environm ents, from  zero-gravity  to  hyper- 
g rav ity  th rough  norm al e a r th  gravity . Z ero-gravity  is the  s ta te  of 
ap p a ren t weightlessness w ith in  space vehicles w hen they  m ove solely 
un der the  action  of g rav ita tion , e ith e r in free  fa ll or in an orb it.
F in ite  gravities m ay be as low as g/gn of 10^ or 10"  ^ w hen a vehicle 
experiences deceleration  while coasting a t the  edge of a p lan e ta ry  
atm osphere. Slightly h igher gravities, i.e., in the  range of g/gn =
10-4 to  10"2, occur because of acceleration  by electrical propulsion 
devices. Finally, there  a re  frac tiona l gravities in the  vicinity  and 
on th e  surface of celestial bodies w hich a re  early  space fligh t 
destinations, such as g/gn of : 1/6 on the  M oon and  T itan , 5/13 on 
M ercury  and M ars, and 7/8 on Venus.
Both in the  space vehicle and on the  surfaces of a p lane t o r 
sa te llite , fluid flow and heat tran sfe r processes take  place in 
propulsion, pow er-generation, and life-support systems. F requen tly , 
these processes involve two-phase vapor-liquid or gas-liquid 
phenom ena. Typical exam ples are  processes in liqu id-propellen t 
storage tanks, vapor-liquid separators, evaporators, boilers, and 
condensers.
Space missions in the d istan t fu tu re  envision the  need fo r h igh 
pow er levels, which would be orders of m agnitude g rea te r th an  requ ired  
by spacecraft launched a t present. T he pow er dem ands of fu tu re  
spacecrafts are  expected to  grow  as h igh as one m egaw att in the  next
1
220 years (M ahefkey, 1982). A ccording to  E astm an  e t al. (1984), 
tran sp o rt d istances betw een the heat sources and  the  rad ia to rs could 
vary  from  1 to  50 m eters, and  tran sp o rt capabilities of up to  5 
m illion  w att-m eters may be needed. T he  high opera ting  pow er o f the 
fu tu re  spacecraft will req u ire  m ore effective  th e rm al tran sp o rt 
techniques.
T rad itionally , excess h ea t from  th e  power d issipating payload 
com ponents is tran sferred  by solid conductors to  o u ter surfaces and 
th en  discarded to  space by radiation. This is certa in ly  not a viable 
m eans to handle  high heat o f dissipation since th e  un it gets heavier. 
A lterna tive ly , "heat pipe" can  be used fo r therm al tran sp o rt in space 
applications. L iquid in the  pipe is evaporated  a t the  w arm er p a rt of 
the  pipe. T he  vapor flows to  cooler regions w here condensation  
occurs. Surface tension in a wick o r porous s tru c tu re  causes the  
liqu id  to flow from  the condenser to  th e  evapo ra to r by cap illa ry  
action  and balances the pressure drop in the vapor. T he advan tages of 
using the h ea t pipes in space are: i) no pum p is needed, ii) nearly  
iso therm al opera tion  and d iffe ren t flu ids can be selected fo r the  
desired opera ting  tem pera tu re , and im portan tly  iii) the  designs of 
heat pipes fo r space applications are  expected to  be the sam e as on 
the  ea rth  since the g ravity  has little  e ffect on the  flow of liqu id  
and vapor in th e  wick (i.e., surface tension d riven  flows). H ow ever, 
the  quan tity  o f heat conducted th rough  a heat pipe is lim ited  by the 
low pressure d ifferen tia l generated  in the wick. Some high capacity  
heat pipes a re  being developed to transport hundreds of w atts for 
d istances up to 15 m. or thousands of w atts fo r 3 m. at o rd inary  
tem peratures. However, transport o f h igh heat loads over long
3
distances by heat pipes is not yet an  established capability. I t  is 
possible to p u t together m any heat-pipes in series and /o r para lle l to  
overcom e th is problem , bu t, again th e  bundle gets heav ier (M ahefkey , 
1982).
T he c u rre n t space sh u ttle  design uses a  single-phase-fluid loop to 
tran sp o rt h ea t to  be dissipated to radiators. T heoretically , th is 
cooling loop could be used to handle high heat loads. H ow ever, since 
only the  sensible heat o f the  c ircu la ting  flu id  is used, these system s 
get large and heavy. In  fact, in m any cases, the  equ ipm en t necessary 
to power the  pum p is m uch heavier than  the  cooling loop itself. 
F u rthe rm ore , the  tem p era tu re  drop betw een the  source and the rad ia to r 
is quite  large.
D ue to  the  shortcom ings of th e  above m entioned  m ethods, th e  use of 
two-phase-fluid-loops could o ffe r a b e tte r  a lte rn a tiv e  fo r th e  rem oval 
and tran sp o rt of high w aste-heat loads to space radiators. T his 
system w ould allow the use of the  la ten t heat o f vaporization  so th a t 
the  flow rates would be sharp ly  reduced. W ith  a  two-phase cooling 
loop, the  opera ting  flow rates and tem p era tu re  d rop  can be 
considerably reduced and still one can obtain  a h igher h ea t tran sfe r 
coefficient than  a single-phase loop. A ccording to  E astm an e t al.
(1984), in a typical com parison w ith a  single-phase-fluid loop, the  
pum p pow er can be reduced by two orders of m agnitude and  th e  heat 
tran sfe r coefficient increased by 10-100 tim es of m agnitude.
F u rtherm ore , the en tire  loop is essentially iso therm al m aking  the  
rad ia to rs sm aller and ligh ter.
N uclear reactors a re  being considered fo r m ulti-m ega-w att (M M W ) 
power genera tion  for fu tu re  space applications such as space stations,
4rad a r surveillance, com m unication p latfo rm s, etc. A ccord ing  to 
K ro tiuk  and A n to n iak  (1986), two-phase a lkali-m etal flu id  loop is 
necessary for th e rm al tran sp o rt in the space MMW  n u c lea r reactors. 
T he design and analysis of such loops re q u ire  com plete u n ders tand ing  
of the  flow regim es, pressure drops, and h ea t transfer in  
m icro-grav itational environm ent.
Space missions in the n ear fu tu re  w ould require  pow er p lan ts and  
cooling systems to operate in space. Such systems o ften  need to 
incorpora te  tw o-phase (vapor-liquid) heat tran sfe r loops. H eat 
tran sfe r processes such as boiling  and condensation invo lve  tw o-phase 
flow and  are g rav ity  dependent. Such u n it operations w ould th e re fo re  
be expected  to behave d iffe ren tly  in a m icro -g rav ita tional ("micro-g") 
env ironm ent. Two-phase flow regim e behav io r in space m ay be 
significantly  d iffe re n t from  th a t  on the ea rth , because vapor and 
liquid phases hav ing  d iffe ren t densities a re  affected to  d iffe ren t 
ex ten t by gravity. T herefo re , there  is a g rea t need to  study 
two-phase flow u n d e r micro-g environm ent. One reason fo r the lack  of 
studies in this a rea  is the com plex n a tu re  o f m ultiphase flow and th e  
g rea t d ifficu lty  in perfo rm ing  experim ents in reduced g rav ity  
environm ent.
A t present, two-phase experim ents in micro-g req u ire  specialized 
facilities and equipm ent. T h e  scope and ex ten t of experim en ts in 
two-phase reduced-gravity flows have been determ ined largely  by th e  
m ethods and facilities em ployed for p roducing  the reduced  gravity. 
G enerally , the reduced grav ity  experim ents have been perfo rm ed  e ith e r  
in earth-based d ro p  towers, a irp lane  trajectories, and m agnetic  
fields, o r space-based long-term  micro-g env ironm en t facilities such
5as rockets, skylabs, or space shuttles. Som e p e rtin en t 
characteristics o f these facilities are discussed below.
Drop Towers T he experim en tal package in p e rfec tly  free-fa ll w ith 
no resisting  force  provides a m icro-gravity  env ironm en t in the  
re fe ren ce  fram e o f the fa llin g  drop tow er. This is because of th e , 
g rav ity  (dow nw ard) and in e rtia l (upw ard) forces ac ting  on a 
free-falling  experim en tal package are o f  the same m agnitude  an d  
th e re fo re  would cancel each  o ther resu ltin g  in a m icro-g en v iro n m en t 
w ith in  the experim ental m odule. T h ere  are  several d isadvantages in 
using th is experim ent: i) sh o rt duration  o f micro-g en v iro n m en t (~1 to 
5 sec.) and th e re fo re  u n certa in ty  of tran s ie n t conditions, and ii) 
air fro m  drop tow er has to  be evacuated  prior to every  ex perim en t in 
o rd e r to  achieve low g-levels (on the o rd e r  of g/gn =  10^). A  drop  
tow er facility a t  the  N A SA  Lewis R esearch  C enter, consisting o f  a 12  
sec. nonevacuated  drop tow er, and a 52 sec. evacuated  drop tube, is 
ava ilab le  for experim ents.
Airplane Trajectory: A n a irc raft fly in g  a parabolic  trajectory  
(see F igu re  LI) so that the  experim ent free  floats w ith in  the cabin, 
can a tta in  low g-levels. T hese  micro-g levels can be sustained 
considerably longer than those in drop  tow ers because the e levation  
change during free-fall is m uch  larger. Tw o m ain advantages a re  that 
this technique o ffe rs  more room  for an  experim ent, and  the 
experim en ter can  fly along w ith the experim ent and  is able to  both 
observe and co n tro l the test while it is in progress. T he m agn itude  
and uniform ity  o f  the g-level produced is dependent on m any factors, 
the c h ie f one being  the sk ill of the pilo t. Note th a t p rio r to free  
fall m aneuvers a n  acceleration of abou t g/gn = 23 is experienced.
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This acceleration  m ay p e rtu rb  flow  in the  tes t loop, increasing  the  
tim e req u ired  to establish a steady sta te  once reduced g rav ity  is 
achieved. If  so, the period  for tak ing  valid  d a ta  m ay be m uch sh o rte r  
than  the  free-fall tim e. N A SA  ow ns two a irc ra fts  fo r m icro-g 
experim ents: i) a L earje t a t Lewis R esearch C en te r w hich can produce  
micro-g fo r 15 to 20 sec, and ii) a  KC-135 a irc ra f t a t Johnson Space 
C en te r w hich can produce m icro-g for about 25 sec.
M agnetic Field: A n o th e r techn ique (Petukov and Z h ilin , 1973) th a t 
provides a range of grav ity  fields and can o p era te  fo r long du ra tions 
is the use of m agnetic field w ith a fluid th a t has m agnetic  
properties. T he fluid is placed in a m agnetic g rad ien t such as in the  
core of a  solenoidal m agnet, and the m agnetic force can be adjusted to 
coun terac t all or p a rt o f the g rav ita tional body force. Some 
d ifficu lties a re  encountered  in ob tain ing  m agnetic  fields th a t provide 
the ir force in  a perfectly  un id irectional m an n er because of end 
effects in a finite-sized m agnet. Also, the liquid  and vapor phases 
of the flu id , as would be present in  a boiling or condensation 
experim ent, a re  affected  d iffe ren tly  by the  m agnetic  field  due to 
th e ir d ifference  in m agnetic perm eability , and  hence th e re  is no t an 
uniform  reduced g rav ity  sim ulation  th roughou t the  tw o-phase m ix ture.
Rocket; A rocket can perform  essentially the  same function  as the  
a irc rafts described earlier. R ecently , a SPA R  V III rocket was used in 
a fluids experim en t (W ilcox et al. 1981). T his rocket provided over 4 
m inutes o f an  average acceleration  near zero  (actual g-level was not 
reported). Such tests, however, becom e qu ite  costly. T he experim en ts 
must be designed to w ithstand th e  high launch  acceleration  and hard
8landing. I t is no t clear how low and steady a g-level is w ith in  
rocket capabilities.
Space Shuttle T he advent o f shu ttle  presents new oppo rtun ities 
for reduced-gravity  experim ents fo r a longer d u ra tion  of tim e.
T herefo re , the shuttle-based experim ents can  be fully  con tro lled  and 
run  u n til steady-state conditions prevail. H ow ever, the  req u irem en ts  
for an  experim en tal package a re  ra th e r  onerous in term s of developm ent 
costs, safety  considerations, size and w eight o f an  experim en ta l 
m odule, and the expense of the  shu ttle  fligh t itself. A lth o u g h  it 
presents a significant im provem ent over the  o th er facilities, the 
shu ttle  env ironm en t is by no m eans ideal. T he reduced g-level du ring  
the o rb it is g/gn = 10"3 to  10*4; jitte r  can degrade it to  10"2 A  
tru e  m icro-gravity  condition (g/gn =  10^) is achieved only a t the  
shu ttle ’s cen ter o f g ravity  (Salzm an, 1985). In  com parison, the  space 
sta tion  of the 1990s has a g-level requ irem en t of g/gn = 10"^ to  
10"6. T his space station, which is still being designed, will 
rep resen t the first tru e  in-space labora to ry  to  present a tru e  micro-g 
environm ent.
In sum m ary, the  above discussed facilities and equ ipm en t can be 
used to  study the  flow pa tte rn s  of vapor-liquid flow in micro-g.
H ow ever, the  earth-bound micro-g facilities are  lim ited by th e  sm all 
size of th e  experim en tal m odule and short du ra tion  tim e of the 
experim ent. So, there  is always an elem ent of uncerta in ty  in judging 
w hether the  flow has reached steady sta te  or not. On the  o th e r  hand, 
the space-based facilities are  very expensive to use, requ ire  the  
experim en tal package to m eet m any stringen t safety  regulations, and
9present scheduling d ifficu lties as th ere  is alw ays uncerta in ty  of 
launching  time.
T herefo re , earth-based sim ulated  two-phase experim ents th a t 
rep lica te  the  conditions in space would o ffe r enorm ous benefits  such 
as long du ra tion  of tests, and a thorough  understand ing  of 
vapor-liquid flow regim es th a t w ould occur in  micro-g e n v iro n m e n t In  
this investigation , a un ique approach  for s im ula ting  m icro-gravity  on 
ea rth  to  study the flow p a tte rn s o f vapor-liquid flow in space is 
presented. A  steady-state te rre s tr ia l m ethod o f sim ulating  m icro­
grav ity  vapor-liquid flow is presented , discussed, and verified. T he 
techn ique utilizes the  use of two immiscible liquids of equal density  
which in tu rn  o ffers the  possibility of e lim ina ting  the buoyancy 
forces and  thus sim ula ting  m icro-gravity  vapor-liquid  flow on earth .
The resu lts  of th is sim ulated  experim ents a re  com pared  against m odel 
pred ictions and ac tual micro-g vapor-liquid flow  regim e d a ta  tak en  in 
e ith er d ro p  tow er tests or a irp lan e  trajectory. Some of the  chap ters 
in this thesis stand by them selves and th ere fo re  will have th e ir  own 
results and  discussion a t the  end of those chapters.
1L LITERATURE SURVEY
F u tu re  space missions envision  the use o f m ore e ffec tive  th e rm al 
tra n sp o rt techniques utilizing e ith e r  a single o r a tw o-phase flow 
loops. T he design and  analysis o f such loops requ ire  th e  detailed  
in fo rm ation  regard ing  flow, p ressure  drop, and  heat tran s fe r  
characteristics in a m icro-gravity env ironm ent. T his ch ap te r presents 
a b rie f  review of th e  past reduced-gravity  experim ents rep o rted  in  th e  
lite ra tu re  including pool nucleate  boiling, forced  convective boiling, 
ad iabatic  vapor-liquid flow, and boiling and condensation  
experim ents. T hese experim ents a re  classified based on th e  m ethods 
and facilities em ployed for p roducing  the m icro-gravity  env ironm ent.
a. Drop Tower Tests
G row th  of sing le  bubbles in a  pool n uc lea te  boiling under 
m icro-gravity  (g/gn =  0.04 to 10"4) has been stud ied  by C ooper et al.
(1978) fo r three flu id  systems, nam ely  w ater, to luene, and  hexane.
T hey have concluded that th e re  was no sudden d ep artu re  of the  bubbles 
from  the  wall. T h e  lack of large  tem pera tu re  d ifference  (betw een w all 
and sa tu ra tion  tem pera tu res, AT) was considered responsible for this.
T he shapes of th e  bubbles w ere found to be a function  of surface 
tension, growth ra te , departu re  tim e, and the  ’g’ value. A  
rela tionsh ip  was also found betw een  bubble d ep artu re  d iam ete r and  th e  
g rav ita tio n a l field, ’g’.
A  review a rtic le  by Siegel (1967) discusses th e  effects of 
reduced  gravity on  heat transfer fo r all experim en ta l and  theore tical
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stud ies published until 1966. Most experim ents used the d ro p  tow er 
facilities, a lthough  some also utilized a irc ra f t  F o r pool boiling, 
th e  critical h e a t flux was found to  co rre la te  well w ith  g^+ fo r  g/gn 
o f 1 to  10-2 T h e  basic physical p rincip les govern ing  bubble dynam ics 
w ere  used in  obtain ing  sim ple expressions for th e  forces ac tin g  on a 
grow ing vapor bubble. T hese  forces w ere calcu lated  and p lo tted  versus 
tim e. Short d u ra tion  sa tu ra ted  pool nucleate boiling  seems 
independen t o f gravity, b u t requires experim en ta l substan tia tion .
O ker and  M erte (1973) conducted a series o f pool boiling 
experim ents using liquid nitrogen  an d  Freon-113 an d  heat flux  from  1(P 
to  10^ W/m2. A  ra ther sh o rt drop tow er was used, which gave <  14 
sec. of free fall; it is uncerta in  if steady  state conditions ever 
p revailed  d u rin g  the test. The g rav ita tiona l fields as low as g /gn of 
4 X  10-3 w ere achieved. T h e  data ind icate  th a t surface  su p e rh ea t at 
bo iling  incep tion  is a function  of g rav ity  and is claim ed to  be less 
a t micro-g th a n  in norm al gravity. H ow ever, an  exam ination  of the 
d a ta  shows th a t  generally  the  AT increases significantly  in th e  
tran sition  from  norm al to  micro-g, w hich is w hat one would expect in 
th e  absence o f  na tu ra l convective h ea t transfer a t  micro-g. O k er and 
M e rte ’s paper also presents a sum m ary table, lis ting  earlie r nucleate  
pool boiling reduced-gravity  experim ents. In som e cases the  d a ta  
a p p ea r to be som ew hat contradictory .
A n ea rlie r experim en ta l program  (Cochran 1970) studied 
forced-convection boiling a t low heat flux  and low velocities in 
m icro-gravity. T he liquid used was slightly  subcooled (0.4 to  L5°C 
below  sa tu ra tio n  tem pera tu re) d istilled water, h ea ted  from  bo ttom  with 
a f la t C hrom el strip. T he  experim ents were conducted  d u rin g  the  22
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sec. free fall in a drop tower. Bubble grow th exh ib ited  a cyclical 
trend; it is no t clear w hether steady sta te  conditions p revailed  o r 
not. E ighty  five percen t of the  bubbles rem ained  a ttached  to the  
h e a te r surface, essentially form ing  a bubble boundary  layer. The 
bubble d iam ete r was found  to co rre la te  well w ith  sa tu ra tio n  layer 
thickness. T he  relevance of w ork is probably restric ted  to  storage 
tanks contain ing  cryogenic fluids. In su ffic ien t d a ta  are  available  
fo r draw ing any conclusions regard ing  forced convection h ea t tran sfer.
Labus e t al. (1972) exam ined the p roportion  of vapor genera ted  a t 
th e  surface of sa tu ra ted  freon-11, and in the  bulk  liqu id  (i.e., 
bubbles), upon venting to vacuum . T he 5 sec drop  test facility  was 
used. No bulk  vapor was generated  a t zero-g (i.e, all of the  vapor 
was generated  a t the  surface); how ever, sm all am oun ts of bu lk  vapor 
(boiling) were generated  a t m easurable m icro-gravity  levels.
b. Aircraft Tests
H eppner e t al. (1975) have conducted experim en ts to study the 
e ffect of g rav ity  on flow regim e tran sition  boundaries and pressure 
drop. Two-phase flow of a ir and w ater in a p ipe of 2.54 cm ID  and 
25.4 cm long (horizontal) was exam ined firs t on ea rth , then  in a 
KC-135 a irc ra ft sim ulating micro-g for about 20 sec. per trajectory .
T he flow regim es th a t a re  observed are  annu lar, slug, plug (elongated  
bubble), and bubble flow. A n analy tical m odel indicated a dow nw ard  
sh ift of regim e boundaries a t reduced gravity. E xperim en ta l da ta  
reduction  confirm ed this trend , but not its m agnitude. P ressure d rop  
m easurem ents showed significant increase fo r the  m icro-gravity  
env ironm ent w hen com pared w ith norm al g rav ity  conditions.
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Feldm anis (1966) conducted an  experim en ta l study (a irc ra ft 
trajectory) on pressure and tem p era tu re  changes in forced convective 
boiling a t m icro-gravity. I t  is repo rted  th a t the  system  pressure 
increased and boiling oscillations dam ped ou t in m icro-gravity. A  
sim ilar experim en tal e ffo r t was devoted to  condensation  o f Freon-12 in 
sm all d iam eter (2.62 m m  ID  and 3l66 m long) q u a rtz  tubes (W illiam s e t 
al. 1973; Keshock e t al. 1974; W illiam s, 1974). A lthough  the  test 
section was well instrum ented , only q u a lita tiv e  results w ere 
reported . I t appears th a t the  flow  regim es observed conform  
reasonably well to B aker-chart predictions (Collier, 1972). A  
q u a lita tiv e  d ifference in  flow regim es a t micro-g and norm al-g flow 
conditions was notably less irregular, which is som ew hat a t variance 
w ith  the tren d  noted earlier. T he flow regim es observed a re  an n u la r, 
slug, and bubble flow. T he m icro-gravity  an n u la r flow is stable, 
sm oother, m ore regular, and  less wavy th an  a t e a rth  g rav ity  condition. 
Based on little  d iscernible d ifference in condensation  lengths, it was 
also hypothesized th a t condensation heat tran sfe r was no t appreciab ly  
affected  by g-level.
Tw o prelim inary  studies investigating  the  flow condensation  of a 
non-w etting m ercury in pipes, w ere conducted by A lbers and  M acosko 
(1965), and N am koong (1967). Both studies em ployed a Navy AJ-2 bom ber 
flying a K eplerian  (parabolic) trajectory  to  a tta in  the micro-g 
environm ent. Steel pipes used ranged from  0.686 to  L245 cm ID.
A lbers and  M acosko reported  practically  the  sam e pressure losses a t 
norm al- and  micro-g. Both losses w ere g rea te r than  p red icted  by th e  
L ockhart-M artinelli co rre la tion  (Collier, 1972) a t low vapor 
qualities. But in the high-quality  region of the  condensing pipe, the
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pressure d rop  from  the L ockhart-M artinelli co rre la tion  agreed  w ith in  
70% w ith th e  m easured pressure loss. I t was fe lt th a t the  fog-flow 
corre la tion  best explained  th e  data. N am koong reported  th a t the  
d istribu tion  of liquid  drops in the  p ipe was a t th e  bottom  o f th e  pipe 
u n der norm al-g, while un ifo rm ly  d istribu ted  a long  the cross-section 
u n der micro-g.
R ecently  H ill e t al. (1987) have conducted experim en ts in  a N A SA - 
JSC KC-135 using a very controlled in stru m en ta tio n  to study the  
e ffec t of g rav ity  on flow  regim e boundaries and  pressure drop. 
O bservations w ere m ade of an ad iabatic  two-phase flow of freon-114 in 
a tube of L58 cm ID and L83 m long. The flow  regim es th a t are 
observed are  typically classified in to  slug and/or an n u la r flows.
T h e  bubble flow  regim e was not observed in th is study.
c. Rocket Tests
A  4 min. rocket flig h t provided th e  m icro-gravity en v iro n m en t for 
an  experim en t on bubble m igration  in m olten glass ("fining") as 
reported  by W ilcox et al. (1981). D uring  the m icro-g portion  of the 
fligh t, d istinct m igration  of the vapor bubbles tow ard  the  h o tte r  
po rtion  of th e  sam ple was noted. T h is is due to  the  M arangoni e ffect 
(surface tension driven flows).
d. Shuttle Tests
The shu ttle  program  has planned a series o f fluid m echanics 
experim ents (N A SA , 1984) in the n ear future. R ecently , a sh u ttle  has 
been used for the  p roduction  of super-glass, and crystal g row th  in 
m icro-gravity environm ent.
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e. Magnetic Field Tests
Several experim ents have been perfo rm ed  w ith  m agnetic  fields and  a 
liquid m etal (m ercury). T he objective was no t to coun te rac t gravity , 
bu t ra th e r  to note any p e rtu rb a tio n s engendered  by the  field  on the  
boiling process. Petukhov  and Z h ilin  (1973) discuss a num ber o f 
experim ents perfo rm ed  w ith  single-phase liquid  m etals in m agnetic  
fields. H su and G raham  (1976) repo rted  th a t th e  heat tran s fe r  was 
little  p e rtu rbed  by m agnetic fields o rien ted  horizontally .
In  conclusion, a lite ra tu re  survey show ed th a t very little  w ork 
has been done on understanding  and  m odeling two-phase (vapor-liquid) 
flow under micro-g environm ent. T he few studies conducted on 
two-phase flow have a num ber of shortcom ing such as the sm all size 
and length  of the  test section, sho rt d u ra tion  of experim ent, thereby  
crea ting  uncerta in ty  as to  w hether a steady sta te  has been achieved or 
not du ring  this short time. These lim ited studies, however, do 
provide some q u a lita tiv e  in fo rm ation  abou t the  flow regim es th a t will 
occur fo r a vapor-liquid flow in m icro-gravity. T he  lite ra tu re  
survey indicated th a t annu lar, slug, and bubble flow are  com m on micro- 
g vapor-liquid flow regimes.
fIP . DYNAMICS OF BUBBLE DEPARTURE 
IR-MICRP^RA-YITY
In  the  lite ra tu re  su rvey  a b rief rev iew  of th e  past micro-g 
experim ents including pool nucleate  boiling and forced convective 
boiling has been presented. The e ffec t of g ravity  on  physical 
phenom ena such as nuc lea te  boiling is receiving g rea te r  a tte n tio n  w ith 
the  advent o f space trav e l and the  associated m icro-g env ironm ent. 
N ucleate boiling is one o f the few m odes of heat tran sfe r w hich is 
affected  by g rav ita tional forces. T he objective o f this investigation  
is to understand  the two-phase flow under micro-g which w ould finally  
be helpfu l in  p redicting  h ea t effects. T herefore , it is im p o rtan t to 
understand  th e  fundam enta ls of nucleate  pool boiling in reduced 
gravity  env ironm en t befo re  a ttem p ting  to study th e  com plex m icro-g 
two-phase flow. In  this chapter, the sta tic  and dynam ic forces acting  
on  a grow ing vapor bubble  on a hea ted  surface a re  evaluated  as to  how 
th e ir in te rac tio n  causes the  bubble to detach  from  the surface. This 
will give very  good understanding  of in te rac tion  of various sta tic  and 
dynam ic forces acting on a vapor-liquid flow. I t  is im p o rtan t to be 
able to estim ate  the nuc lea te  boiling param eters such as d e p a rtu re  
tim e and bubble radius a t the m om ent o f bubble de tachm ent under 
micro-g conditions.
T he e ffec t of g rav ity  on the bubble dynam ics for sa tu ra ted  pool 
boiling of w a ter has been experim entally  studied by Siegel and Keshock 
(1964). T hey  found th a t the  bubble d ep artu re  rad ius increases 
approxim ately  as g"'^ 3 fo r fields betw een g/gn of 0.1 and 1, and  for 
lower grav ities increases as g '^ 2. It is a coupled problem  o f flu id
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m echanics and  therm odynam ics w here the  flu id  m echanics a lone  may 
involve inertia , drag, surface tension, pressure force, and grav ity .
T h e  therm odynam ics can be regarded as de te rm in ing  the ra te  o f grow th, 
w hich  thus depends on m any therm al p roperties and  in itia l tem p era tu re  
fields in the f lu id  and walL By using a force balance, an  estim ate  
of th e  d ep artu re  radius is calculated and  com pared w ith experim en ta l 
d a ta  o f Siegel and  Keshock (1964) fo r various g/gn values. F ive  well 
know n bubble d ep artu re  d iam eter co rre la tions w hich have *g* as a 
p a ram ete r are  ex trapo la ted  to  several g/gn values and the p red ic ted  
d e p a rtu re  d iam eters are com pared.
Theory
Forces Acting on a Growing Bubble
W hen the  bubble is sm all du ring  nucleate  pool boiling, th e  forces 
th a t hold the bubble to th e  wall (negative) are  la rg e r than  th e  forces 
th a t pull the bubble from  the  wall (positive). A s the  bubble grows, 
the  positive forces grow fa s te r  than th e  negative forces u n til they  
cross a t a po in t which signifies the condition fo r bubble detachm ent.
T he forces th a t act on a grow ing bubble on a h ea ted  wall o f constant 
tem p era tu re  a re  shown in  F igure 31. H atton  and H all (1966), and  Beer 
e t al. (1977) have shown th a t  bubble d ep artu re  can be de te rm ined  by a 
force balance:
d rag  +  surface tension = liquid in e rtia  +  pressure + buoyancy 
force force force force force 31
or












Figure 3.1: Forces Acting on a Vapor Bubble Growing on a Heating 
Surface.
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A m ong these, th e  forces of surface tension , in ertia , and buoyancy a t 
any m om ent o f bubble g row th  can be de te rm ined  from  the  know n values of 
R, <f>, Rg, dR/dT, and d2R/d-r2. Once th e  R^r and <J>-t rela tionsh ips are  
know n, the  last th ree  variables, nam ely R s, dR /dr, and  d2R/dT2, can be 
easily com puted. For micro-g applications, Siegel an d  K eshock (1964) 
have concluded from  th e ir experim en ta l d a ta  th a t th e  grow th curves can 
be approx im ated  fa irly  well by t 2^ behav io r and 4> is essentially 
independen t of gravity. T herefo re , radius-tim e re la tionsh ip  is 
evaluated  from  a general form ,
R = E t*72 3.4
w here E  can be obtained  from  the Cole-Shulm an (1966) co rre la tion
E =  1/2 V tt (Ja v 7^ )  3_5
T his radius-tim e re la tionsh ip  has been used by a num ber of o th e r  
investigators (Cooper et al., 1978; Pike, 1977). T h ere fo re , the 
bubble grow th  ra te  can be calculated from  dR/dT =  E  / ly /r .  P ike has 
observed th a t the  ra te  of g row th  of th e  bubble p red ic ted  by th is 
equation  is consistent w ith th e  experim en ta l results.
A nd  the  base rad ius R s is given by
R s =  (7/11) R 3.6
This rela tionsh ip  is only valid  for large dim ension heating  surfaces 
and no t applicable for th in  wires.
T o  com pute the  drag  forces, the d rag  coefficien t of grow ing
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bubbles needs to  be calculated. Beer et aL (1977) suggest th a t th e  
d rag  coefficien t can be calculated from
T he dynam ic excess vapor pressure inside a bubble  as show n by 
Beer e t al. (1977) can be estim ated by a force balance on  an 
u n a ttach ed  grow ing bubble. T his is given as
A fte r  de te rm in ing  the C j  and Apv, all the  positive and negative  
forces acting  on a grow ing bubble can be com puted  by m eans o f equation  
33. T he condition fo r bubble d ep artu re  is assum ed to  be the  p o in t at 
w hich the  net force goes from  negative to positive. T h e  corresponding  
radius refers to d ep a rtu re  radius.
Bubble Departure Diameter Correlations
Several theore tical correlations have been proposed for 
p red icting  the size o f the bubble a t departu re . R ecen tly  Jensen and 
M em m el (1986) have review ed tw elve bubble d e p a rtu re  d iam eter 
corre lations and com pared th e ir predictions against over five h u n d red  
data  poin ts culled from  the lite ra tu re  covering a very  wide range  of 
experim ental conditions. They have concluded th a t th e  co rre la tion  
developed by K utate ladze and G ogonin (1979) was th e  m ost successful in 
pred icting  the data  and  C ole’s (1967) correlation  was th e  next best.
T he bubble d ep artu re  radius can be com puted from  E otvos num ber, Eo. 
Some of the  co rre lations are  briefly  presented below.
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K utateladze and G ogonin (1979) developed a d iffe ren tia l equation  
fo r the  forces acting  on a bubble a t  the  m om ent o f d e tachm en t from  th e  
wall. F rom  this they  ob tained  tw o dim ensionless groups, E o  & K j w ith  
w hich they  corre lated  data  (—180 points, 7 fluids) from  th e  lite ra tu re  
as given below:
E o0*5 = 025(1 +  lO^K])0'5 fo r K j <  0.06 3.9
Ja_ [ ^ (ppPy) f cr iu_ V ’
Trj 2 2^0.5/ \0-.5"M/3
Eo“  = *
w here Ki =  —  r ——1---- } {------------}
P r  [  l i j 2 g G ^ - P v )  J
Jensen and M em m el (1986) m odified this co rre la tion  to
E o05 = 0.19(1.8 + lO^Kj)0'67 3.10
Cole (1967) developed a co rre la tion  tak ing  in to  consideration  the 
e ffect o f pressure as
E o0*5 =  0.04 Ja  3.11
R uckenstein  (1963) m ade a balance betw een the  buoyancy and  the 
d rag  forces to develop:
t*
L  J
G row th  of single bubbles in a pool nucleate boiling under m icro-g 
(g/gn =  0.04 to 1(H) has been studied by C ooper e t al. (1978) for 
th ree  flu id  systems, nam ely, w ater, toluene, and hexane. T hey  have 
concluded th a t there  was no sudden d ep artu re  of the  bubbles from  th e  
wall. T he  lack of large tem p era tu re  d ifference was considered
responsible for this. T he shapes o f the bubbles w ere found to  be
functions of surface tension, grow th  rate , d ep artu re  tim e, and  the ’g’ 
value. A  rela tionsh ip  betw een bubble d ep artu re  d iam ete r and the 
g rav ita tiona l field, ’g’ based on em pirical fit was found to be:
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Rd (g/b4)’/3 =  6 313
w here b = Ja y /  a^.
A ll these corre lations have ’g’ as a p a ram ete r an d  can be 
ex trapo la ted  to  various g/gn values. T he predicted  values of these 
ex trapo la tions to  low grav ity  fields are  com pared w ith  th e  
experim en ta l d a ta  o f Siegel and  Keshock (1964).
Results and Discussion
T he bubble d ep a rtu re  rad ius is calcu lated  from  sta tic  and 
dynam ic force balance (equation  33) along w ith equations 3.4 th ro u g h  
33 fo r sa tu rated  w ater boiling on a wall heated  to  37917°K  at 1 a tm  
u n d er various values of ’g’ accelerations. A  contact ang le  of 45° is 
used fo r all g/gn values. T he d ep artu re  rad ius is also com puted from  
the  well know n theo re tica l corre lations 3.9 th rough  313 a t various 
g/gn values. T he varia tion  of d ep artu re  rad ius as a function  of th e  
frac tion  of norm al gravity , g/gn, is given in  Table 3.L T he  second 
colum n lists the average d ep artu re  radius a t  reduced gravity . T he  
experim en ta l da ta  was taken  by Siegel and  Keshock (1964) in a d ro p  
tow er which can produce m icro-gravity env ironm en t fo r a d u ra tio n  of 
abou t 12 sec.
From  a com parison of percentage absolu te e rro r, it is ev ident 
th a t th e  static  and dynam ic force balance approach  (equation  33) is 
the  m ost accurate  in p red ic ting  the d e p a rtu re  radius a t  micro-g 
env ironm ent. T he  corre la tion  developed by R uckenste in  (1963) shows 
the  nex t best results. It p redicts w ith in  10% erro r fo r g /gn g rea te r 
th an  0126 and abou t 25% e rro r  for lower g /gn values. T his equation  
is derived by m aking a force balance betw een buoyancy and drag
23



















1 1.18 1.13 0.85 0.96 0.93 1.08 4.19
(4.2) (28.0) (18.6) (21.2) (8.5) (255)
0.429 1.53 1.56 1.08 1.19 1.42 1.44 5.56
(2.0) (29.4) (22.2) (7.2) (5.9) (263)
0.229 1.83 1.99 1.31 1.42 1.94 1.77 6.85
(8.7) (28.4) (22.4) (6.0) (3.3) (274)
0.126 2.36 2.53 1.59 1.7 2. 62 2.16 8.37
(7.2) (32.6) (28.0) (11.0) (8.5) (255)
0.061 3.42 3.41 2.03 2.16 3.76 2.76 10.65
(0.3) (40.6) (36.8) (9.9) (19.3) (211)
0.03 4.61 4.62 2.62 2.79 5.36 3.49 13.5
(0.2) (43.2) (39.5) (16.3) (24.3) (193)
0.014 6.0 6.4 3.5 3.75 7.85 4.5 17.4
(6.7) • (41.7) (37.5) (30.8) (25.0) (190)
Hote: the numbers in the parenthesis represent the 1 absolute error 
from the experimental values.
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forces. I t is clear from  these two approaches th a t the d rag  force is 
im portan t and  cannot be neglected in predicting the d ep artu re  radius. 
The equations 3.9 and 330 consistently predicts considerably low 
values. T he Cooper e t al. correlation  (equation 333) w hich was 
developed based on micro-g data  fo r three flu id  systems appears to be 
predicting considerably high values for bubble departu re  radius. 
Com parison of bubble departu re  radius predicted by force balance 
approach (equation 33) and experim ental data  of Siegel and  Keshock 
(1964) as a function of the fraction of norm al gravity, g/gn» is given 
is Figure 32. These tw o are in good agreem ent.
The forces acting on a growing vapor bubble are com puted using 
equation 33 along w ith equations 3.4 through 3.8 for sa tu ra ted  w ater 
boiling under g/gn = 1, 0326, and 0.014. These forces acting  on a 
bubble versus the rad ius of the bubble for various g/gn values are 
shown in F igures 33 th rough  33. The inertia l force (Fj) is 
generally found to be the  sm allest among all th e  forces. T he drag 
(F j), inertia l (Fj), and excess vapor pressure forces (Fp2 ) a re  
essentially constant for all bubble radii. T he increase in excess 
capillary pressure (Fpj) ( a function of surface tension) a lone is 
insufficient to overcome the grow ing surface tension force (F s). A s 
the bubble continue to grow, the buoyancy force (F^) begins to 
increase from  initial low values of the m agnitude of 10^ N. The 
la tter eventually  surpasses the rem aining resu ltan t forces so th a t the 
bubble m ust detach. T he total net force (F net) which is the  sum of 
positive (upw ard) and negative (downward) forces is shown as a broken 
line in these figures. W hen this to ta l net force going from  negative 


















—  Force balance predictions 
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Figure 13: Forces Acting on a Bubble Growing in a Saturated Water 
on a 379J7ttK Heating Surface under g /g - =  1. (Fk - 
buoyancy, Fd - drag, b \  - inertial, Fpl - excess 
capillary pressure, F - i - excess vapor pressure, Fs - 















Figure 3 A z  Forces Acting on a Bubble Growing in a Saturated Water 



















Figure I S  Forces Acting on a Bubble Growing in a Saturated W ater 
on a 379J.7°K Heating Surface under g/gn =  0014.
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I t is also im portan t to no te  tha t the overall effect of surface 
tension (Fs - Fp£) is to delay, not to assist, the d ep artu re  of 
bubbles in m any circum stances. The only effect of reducing g rav ity  is 
an  increase in  the bubble departu re  rad ius or total g row th  time. I t 
should also be noted th a t a steam  bubble growing on a 37917°K wall 
under exact zero-g conditions and w ith no in terference from  o th er 
bubbles will not detach from  the surface. This phenom enon is due to 
the total absence of the buoyancy force which is essential for bubble 
departure. However, for o ther fluids o r fo r w ater u n d e r d ifferen t 
conditions (like increase in wall tem perature), nucleate boiling m ay 
exist under zero-g conditions.
Condusloais
Bubble departu re  radii from  micro-g data  of Siegel and Keshock 
(1964) are com pared against predictions from  the proposed static and  
dynam ic force balance approach and five well known correlations.
T he static and dynamic force balance approach predictions are in good 
agreem ent w ith the experim ental data. I t  is evident th a t the drag 
forces can not be neglected in departu re  radius calculations. In 
particu lar, the  overall e ffec t of surface tension is to delay, not to 
assist, the bubble departure. The only data  needed fo r predicting th e  
departu re  radius are the wall superheat, contact angle, and the 
physical properties of the fluid system. In m icro-gravity, the 
bubbles become quite large and the g row th  times are  longer com pared 
with those in earth  gravity.
IV. TWO-PHASE (VAPOR-LIQUID) 
FLOW PATTERNS
In  o rder to design an advanced two-phase cooling loop for 
spacecraft applications, it is necessary to analyze the flow w ithin 
the system and predict heat tran sfe r coefficients and pressure drops 
for norm al gravity and "micro-g" operation. U nfo rtunate ly , there a re  
no com prehensive m athem atical models to re la te  pressure drop w ith  
o ther param eters (H eppner, et al, 1975) for analysis and design 
involving two-phase flows. M any investigators have developed 
em pirical correlations for heat tran sfe r coefficients and pressure 
drop, bu t these correlations are good only fo r specific flow regimes. 
The key, then, for estim ating  h ea t transfer and  pressure drop is to 
first be able to p redict the flow regim e th a t would occur for given 
operating  conditions. Baker (1954) and others em phasize th a t 
predicting the flow regim e is an im portan t step  in predicting pressure 
drop.
Flow Regime Map Analysis - Selection of Coordinate Systems
Flow regim e inform ation  is one of the most essential key w hen 
designing devices in which a two-phase flow occurs. T he flow ranges 
of occurrence of particu lar two-phase flow regim es are generally 
presented in diagram s, called flow regime maps, in the form  of areas 
divided by transition lines. For a quan tita tive  description of the 
conditions which lead to  the transition  lines from  one p a tte rn  to 
another it is necessary to define a  set of param eters o r param eter 
groups which have a d irect bearing on such transitions.
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O ne sim plistic two-dim ensional coordinate system is defined by 
using the  superficial phase velocities of vapor and liquid (mass flow  
rate  of the  particu lar phase divided by its density  and to ta l flow 
area). Such a simple coordinate system is perhaps adequate  for 
identifying the opera ting  conditions that specify various regim es fo r 
a given flu id  in a fixed geom etry (pipe d iam eter and n a tu re  of w all 
surface). B ut it would not be usefu l in m aking any generalization  to  
o ther flu id  systems o r o ther geom etries regard ing  the conditions at 
which flow regim e transitions would occur. T his is because m any 
param eters such as viscosity, surface tension, density, etc. affect 
the occurrence of various flow regim es and it is not possible to 
represent flow regim e transition criteria  in term s of only two sim ple 
variables.
Flow regim e m aps are p lo tted  using various param eters as 
ordinate and abscissa (as shown in Table 41) and  can be divided in to  
three groups:
(1) Phase velocities or fluxes (U qs, U is, o r  G (js, G js, or Mq ,
M i). This group of param eters, though the m ost convenient when used, 
does not assure universal flow regim e maps fo r d ifferen t two-phase 
systems,
(2) Param eters such as U*, G^, Fr*, e, x used in hom ogeneous 
models for two-phase flow, are the  transform ations of th e  param eters 
from  group (1) and they are useful only for some flow regimes,
(3) Param eters such as dimensionless groups of phases, Rei,
Re(3 , X, i)j, E q , Ei m ay provide a possibility fo r working out universal 
flow regim e maps.
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Table 4Jb Coordinate systems used for flow regime maps of 
two-phase flow in both horizontal and vertical flows
Authors Coordinate System 
* y
Abou-Sabe and Johnson (1952) Mg M i
Baker (1954) <g 1s/g Gs >X* g G sA
Goldman et al. (1961) X Gt
Govier et al. (1958) W Gls U 1
Griffith and Wallis (1961) Frt e
Hewitt and Roberts (1969) ”Gs2Pg U l s X
Hoogendoom (1959) ^t E
Mandhane et al. (1974) uGs uls
Schroter (1962) ReG Rei
White and Huntington (1955) gG s Gls
T he coordinate systems of base m aps should be general, 
convenient, accurate, and easy to use for practical applications. It 
is apparen t from  the studies of M andhane et al. (1974) th a t the 
superficial phase velocities represent d iscrim ination c rite ria  o f all 
flow regimes. In this study the flow regim e data  is presented on 
log-log plots using the  following three coordinate systems:
(0 u Gs vs. Uis
(ii) U g s 2PG  vs. Uis2pj
(iii) ReG vs. Rej
Forces Acting on a Vapor-Liquid Flow
C o-current flow of vapor and liquid in a horizontal pipe may 
show d ifferen t flow patterns. Most of the flow regim es in a
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horizontal pipe show a non-sym m etric p a tte rn  w hich is due to the 
effect of gravity on fluids w ith d ifferen t densities. In  general, the 
forces th a t act on the flow to cause the  various flow regim es are: 
gravity, surface tension, inertia , viscosity, dynam ically generated  
body forces, and the  Bernoulli e ffe c t
G ravity  tends to stabilize the flow and generates a tendency for 
stra tifica tion  in the vertical direction, i.e. liquid flow shows a 
tendency to occupy the lower part of the  pipe, forcing the  vapor to 
the upper parts. Surface tension tends to wick the  liquid around  the 
circum ference of the pipe creating annu lar flow and also it tends to 
create strong in terfacial forces which lead to slug flow. The 
inertia l force m anifests itself in tu rbu len t fluctuations which create  
disperse flows, while the viscous force causes pressure d ifferen tia ls 
tha t tend  to create  stra tified  and an n u la r flows. Viscosity and 
dynam ically generated  body forces act m ainly in horizontal direction, 
the form er against and the  la tte r  w ith the  flow, respectively. A t 
high vapor velocities the frictional and dynam ic forces become 
dom inant. Hence various flow regimes are the result of in terac tion  of 
the various forces on the flow components. Flow regim es are  
classified into those which are  gravity-surface tension dom inated  and 
those which are dom inated by inertial, viscous and dynam ically 
generated  body forces. T he low velocity flow regim es such as 
stra tified  smooth and wavy, elongated bubble, and low velocity slug 
flow a re  dom inated by gravity-surface tension forces. The high 
velocity flow regimes such as annular-m ist, the dispersed bubble flow, 
and the high velocity slug flow are all dom inated by inertial, 
viscous and dynamically generated  body forces.
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A  flow regim e is a characteristic  spatial d istribu tion  of the  
liquid  and vapor flow. W hen various forces dom inate the flow, 
d iffe ren t flow regim es will be encountered. The various flow regim es 
or flow pa tterns will have d ifferen t effects on the hydrodynam ic 
conditions near the wall and cause d iffe ren t frictional pressure drops 
and d ifferen t modes of heat transfer.
Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow
In  the case of horizontal co-current flow of liqu id  and vapor in 
the  m icro-gravity environm ent, fluid derived forces, such as m om entum , 
inertia l, viscosity, surface tension and dynam ically generated  body 
forces, can and will predom inate and will d ictate the  location of the  
liquid and vapor phases in the  pipe. Thus, in m icro-gravity, one 
would expect m ajor flow p a tte rn  changes during  the  conditions a t which 
low velocity flow regim es would norm ally occur under norm al g rav ity  
conditions, i.e., gravity  dom inated flow regimes. On the  o ther hand, 
the  high velocity flow regim es are largely un influenced by micro-g 
environm ent since gravity force is only a secondary e ffect (inertial, 
viscous, etc. being prim ary effects). F igure 41 shows the  flow 
regim e m ap for any vapor-liquid flow under earth  g rav ity  environm ent, 
in which two regions are indicated by shaded lines. T he low velocity 
region in which gravity is a dom inant force, gravity determ ines the  
type of flow regimes. On the o ther hand, the high velocity region in 
which gravity is insignificant force, the type of flow regim es will 
not be affected by micro-g en v iro n m en t In  fact, th ere  is some suppo rt 
for this behavior to occur from  the results of the Sky Lab experim ents 
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Figure 4JL Flow Pattern Map.
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Figure 42  shows the flow regim e m ap predicted by T aite l-D ukler 
(1976) model for freon-11 vapor-liquid system (25°C, sa tu ration  
pressure of 1 atm , 254 cm ID  horizontal tube) under norm al ea rth  
gravity  conditions. The transition  lines are  represented by dashed 
lines. T he window draw n by solid lines represents the low velocity 
region in which flow regim es such as stra tified  sm ooth and wavy, 
elongated bubble, and low velocity slug flow are  dom inated by gravity- 
surface tension forces. A t higher velocities, i.e., outside the 
window, gravity  force has a secondary effect and  therefo re  the  flow 
regim es are largely uninfluenced by micro-g environm ent. T he major 
th ru st of this study is to investigate w hat flow regim es would exist 
in the gravity dom inated region. T he sim ulated micro-g experim ents 
are  carried  out to cover this region of interest. A dditional w ork is 
requ ired  to quan tita tive ly  define th is region of in terest as sta ted  
under recom m endations chapter.
Thus, in order to design heat tran sfe r equ ipm ent for micro-g 
environm ent, it is essential th a t we have an understanding  o f the 
vapor-liquid flow regim es th a t are  likely to actually  occur. Such 
two-phase, flow regim es a re  complex and often d ifficu lt to 
characterize  and predict. Types of liquid-vapor flow regim es th a t are 































SUPERFICIAL MOMENTUM FLUX OF FRE0N-! 
VAPOR, K g / m - s 2
Figure 42: Freon-11 Flow Regime Map; Horizontal, 254 cm ID, 25°C, 
S at P ress, g/gu =  LO , Taitei-Dukler Model (1976).
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Table 4 1  Flow Regime D efinitions of Two-Phase Flow in
SiwinlnfpH MiCTO-G
-Stratified  Smooth Flow (SS). In this regim e, bo th  liquid and  vapor 
phases are continuous. T he  liquid flows as one o r m ore sm ooth 
surface, narrow  stream s or rivulets th a t wet po rtion  of the pipe. T he 
vapor is in contact with, and  flows above the liqu id  rivulets as well 
as the  bare portions of th e  pipe.
-S tratified  Wavy Flow (SW). Similar to  the s tra tified  flow regim es 
described above; however, w ith increased vapor velocities, the  sm ooth 
in te rface  with liquid becomes rippled and wavy. These include 
s tra tified  plus roll wave and  stra tified  plus inertia l wave.
-A nnular Flow (A). It is a form  of stra tified  flow. In this regim e 
the  liquid phase com pletely wets the  circum ference of the pipe and the 
vapor flow is confined to  central core of the pipe area. A n a lte rn a te  
form  of annu lar flow, the  Inverse Annular Flow (IA), can also occur 
w here the liquid phase occupies cen tral core and th e  vapor phase flows 
mostly through an annu lar zone, like a thick layer on the pipe wall. 
T he liquid flow in the cen tra l core o f an  inverse annu lar flow  may 
e n tra in  some bubbles and, in some cases, the vapor layer m ay also 
en tra in  small portion of th e  liquid phase in the form  of droplets.
This regim e sometimes called "burn out" or "departure from  nucleate  
boiling" (DNB) and is characterized by heat tran sfe r coefficients 
typical of vapor phase.
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-D rop or Entrained Flow (D). A t h igher vapor velocities, the  waves 
on th e  liquid surface grow, causing droplets to  break o ff and to flow  
in th e  vapor core. A t sufficiently  high vapor qualities and  vapor 
velocities the whole liquid phase flows alm ost en tirely  as a 
dispersion of droplets or m ist w ith in  the continuous vapor phase.
—Bubble or Dispersed Bubble Flow (B). A t relatively  large liquid 
flow velocities, w ith little  vapor flow, the liquid phase is 
continuous and fills the flow pipe while the vapor is in the  
dispersed form  of the scattered bubbles.
-S lug Flow (S). U nder appropria te  conditions, the  liquid waves 
created  in the stra tified  wavy flow regim e can bridge the  pipe. T his 
creates a flow regim e characterized by a lterna ting  "bullet" shaped 
slugs of vapor followed by liquid phase flow th a t com pletely fills th e  
pipe cross-section. Inverse Slug Flow (IS) would, of course, 
correspond to liquid slugs flowing in a continuous vapor stream .
-C hurn Flow (C). Sim ilar to both the  annular and slug flow regimes, 
however, churn flow is m ore chaotic, lacking th e  well-defined 
"bullets" slugs. M oreover, the liquid-vapor in terface m oving in the 
direction of flow is rough and some bridging occurs to in te rru p t the 
continu ity  of the  vapor phase in the  core. Inverse Churn Flow (IC), 
as im plied, corresponds to a sim ilar flow regim e in which the  liquid 
and vapor phases are  reversed.
V. VAPOR-LIQUID (TWO-PHASE) FLOW REGIME MAP 
PREDICTIONS UNDER MICRQ-GRAVITYa i j .w ic w
Introduction
R esearch in two-phase flow has been in progress fo r over four 
decades owing to its application in nuclear and chem ical industries. 
Consequently, knowledge about two-phase flow and heat tran sfe r has 
advanced greatly  during  recent times. A lm ost all the w ork in the 
two-phase flow has been conducted for ea rth  gravity  applications, and 
very little  has been done in the area  of m icro-gravity. L ack of 
knowledge of two-phase flow behavior in reduced gravities has 
prevented its use in space applications.
In this section, a brief review  of the lite ra tu re  on e a rth  
gravity  two-phase models to p redict the flow regim e transitions is 
presented.
Analytical Approach to Transitions
In this section, some of the analytic c rite ria  tha t have been 
proposed for predicting the conditions, a t which two-phase flow regim e 
would change from  one pa ttern  to  another have been exam ined. T here  
have been a num ber of theoretical or sem itheoretical a ttem p ts to 
describe flow-regime transitions. For such a ttem pts to be successful, 
it would be necessary to  include pipe diam eter, liquid viscosity, 
liquid surface tension, liquid density, vapor density, and g rav ity  in 
the  m athem atical models. O ur prim ary objective is to analyze how the 





One of the  most widely used flow p a tte rn  m aps fo r horizontal 
two-phase flow has been presented  by B aker (1954). T he work is based 
on observations on cocurrent flow of gaseous and condensate petro leum  
products in horizontal pipes. T he equations derived a re  entirely  
em pirical. B aker took account of the flu id  properties by in troducing 
th e  following param eters:
viscosity, respectively, the subscripts G  and  1 represent the  gas and 
liquid  phases, and  the subscripts a and w represent the  values fo r air 
and  w ater a t atm ospheric conditions (typically 20°C and atm ospheric 
pressure). In  SI units, appropria te  values for the air-w ater at 
standard  conditions are
Pa -  1205 kg/m 3 p-w =  0.001002 kg/m-s
pw = 1000 kg/m 3 o-w = 0.0728 N /m
It is convenient to  plot the B aker m ap in  term s of the  m odified 
coordinates G q /X. and (Bell et aL, 1970). A plot in this form  is 
show n in F igure 51. The transitional em pirical equations do not 
include an acceleration due to gravity, "g" term  and therefo re  cannot 
be extrapolated  to low "g” values.
For horizontal flow, M andhane et al. (1974) exam ined 5935 flow 
p a tte rn  observations and proposed a new flow p a tte rn  m ap using 
superficial velocities of gas and  liquid phases as coordinates. But
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Figure 5Ji Flow Pattern Map o f Baker (1954).
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they did not report any correlations, based upon theoretical 
consideration or experim ental data , for transitions betw een d iffe ren t 
flow patterns. Perhaps the most com prehensive trea tm en t of 
flow-regim e transitions in horizontal flow on a sem itheoretical basis 
is th a t o f T aitel and D ukler (1976). They are  the  first ones to 
provide expressions fo r various transitions, based upon theoretical 
and em pirical logic. W eism an and his co-workers (1979) a t the 
U niversity  of C incinnati have conducted num erous experim ents to 
determ ine the effects of d ifferen t param eters on flow p a tte rn  
transitions. Using an air/aqueous loop, they system atically varied 
pipe diam eter, liquid viscosity, liquid surface tension, liquid 
density, and vapor density. Based on their experim ental results, 
they proposed a set of m ean transition  curves. A lthough em pirical in 
nature, th e ir  work seems to be the  most com plete and accurate  to 
date.
T he two models by T aitel-D ukler and W eism an et al. have been 
found to be more su itab le for ex trapolation  to wide range of system 
param eters than the o th er horizontal two-phase flow regim e maps 
available in the lite ra tu re . Both use the sam e set of flow regimes 
and defin itions and therefo re  it is easy to com pare the transition  
predictions by these tw o models a t any system  param eter. The flow 
regimes used in both the  models are: stra tified  (smooth and wavy), 
in te rm itten t (slug and plug), annular-m ist, and dispersed bubble.
These tw o models have been reviewed in dep th  by several au thors 
(R ouhani and Sohal, 1983 and H ew itt, 1981). T he  following are the 
criteria  governing the transition regions for both the models:
Transition between stratified smooth and stratified wavy flow  
regim es. T aite l and D ukler (1976) have given a theoretical c riterion  
fo r this transition. T hey  used a m odified form  of Jeffreys (1925, 
1926) model for in terfac ia l instabilities and gave the c rite rion  for 
this transition:
f4v1(pI - pG)g cos(a)],/2
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where s, the  ’sheltering’ coefficient is assumed to be 0.01 and a  is 
the angle of inclination from  horizontal.
W eism an et al. (1979) gave the  condition for transition  from 
stratified  to wavy flow regime as:
r _ _ i _ _ T  >  s  r u G s i 0-16
[ g D 2( p j -p G )  J  [  Vq  J  [ U j s  J
This relationship  is general in defin ing  this transition , since it 
includes the  effects of surface tension as well as o ther physical 
properties. Both these models have "g" as a param eter and  can be 
extrapo lated  to low "g" values. In  this study, the  transition  line 
betw een stra tified  sm ooth and stra tified  wavy is not p lo tted  for the 
clarity  of the figures, and  both flow regimes a re  referred  as 
stra tified  flow as comm only done in the lite ra tu re .
Transition between stratified and interm ittent or annular-mist 
flow  regimes. Taitel and D ukler described th is transition in term s of 
the  classical K elvin-H elm holtz instability  and presented th e  criteria  
for this transition  as:
uG > C2 ,   “ 7.7--------, 5-5
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w here C2  =  1 - hj/D , and dA j/dhj =  2 (hjD  - h^2)0*5 and  hj is th e  
liquid he igh t in the pipe.
W eism an et aL gave their transition  c rite ria  by defin ing  a m ean 
curve fit through a large num ber of data  points. T he ir s tra tified  
in te rm itten t transition  criteria  is given by:
u Gs rUGsT
 >  0 .2 5 -----  5.6
V gD  L u l s  J
These two transition criteria  (equations 5.5 and 5.6) do not take in to  
consideration the e ffect of surface tension on this transition  
boundary. However, both these equations do have "g" as a param eter, 
thus, can be used to predict this transition  a t low "g" values.
Transition between interm ittent and annular-mist regim es. T aite l 
and D ukler hypothesized that developm ent o f in te rm itten t or an n u la r 
flow from  stratified  flow, depended uniquely on the liquid level in 
the equilibrium  stra tified  flow. If the value of hj/D  >  0.5, then  a 
sinusoidal wave grow ing on the in terface would touch the  top of the 
tube before its trough reaches the bottom  of the tube. Thus, if h^/D 
>  0.5, in te rm itten t flow would develop, and if h^/D <  0.5, annu la r or 
annular-m ist flow is likely to occur. The constant value of hj/D  =
0.5 represents the c rite ria  for in te rm itten t to annu lar flow 
transition. Some confirm ation of this view of the transition  is given 
by Kubie (1979).
W eism an et al. proposed the  following curve-fit corre lation  fo r a 
transition from  an n u la r to in te rm itten t/s tra tified  flow:
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This transition  is a function of "g" in both the models and can be 
ex trapo la ted  to low "g" values.
Transition between interm ittent and dispersed bubble regim es.
T aite l and D ukler see this transition  as a case w here tu rbu len t 
fluctuations w ithin  the liquid are  sufficien t enough to overcom e the 
buoyant forces tending to keep the gas a t the top of the  pipe. A n 
approxim ate analysis gives the condition for the  flow regim e to change 
from  in te rm itten t to dispersed bubble as:
w here Sj is the  perim eter of gas-liquid in terface, and fj is the 
fric tion  factor for liquid.
W eism an et al. fitted  all the available experim ental data  on 
in te rm itten t to dispersed bubble regim e transition  w ith the follow ing 
slightly m odified relation  which included the effect of surface 
tension:
T he predictions of this transition  by these c rite ria  can be obtained 
at ex trapo lated  low "g".
5.8
R dp/dx),]0-5 f
L(pi-pg )s J L(P,-PG )gD2J
5.9
Vertical Flow
Two recent studies have been reported  on flow p a tte rn  
transitions in vertical two-phase flow. These a re  by T aite l e t al.
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(1980) and W eism an and Kang (1981). They both have used the sam e set 
of flow regimes and  the ir definitions. T he flow regim es used in both  
the models are: bubble, in te rm itten t (slug and churn), annular, and  
dispersed bubble. T he following a re  the c rite ria  governing the 
transition  for these models;
Transition between bubble and interm ittent regim es. T aite l e t 
al. gave the following condition for the flow to change from  bubbly to 
in te rm itten t flow:
rg(p, - P fi)° T 25 
U ls >  3.0U Gs - 1-15 — 5. 10
L Pi2 J
W eism an and Kang correlated the data  for transition  from  bubbly to 
in te rm itten t flow and gave the follow ing criterion  for this 
transition:
U Gs [U Gs + U lsT 9
 >  0.45   (1 - 0.65cosa) 5J1
y/gD  L \ /g D  J
w here a  is the angle of inclination w ith the  horizontal.
Transition between dispersed bubble and bubble/interm ittent 
regim es. T aitel et al. arrived at the following condition for 
transition  from  bubbly to dispersed bubbly flow:
|-Da42,(CT/p )0.089 (■ g(p p )]“ *»]
Uis + UGs > 4.0 --------- !— — L--“  502IS  u s  —  I 0 .072 | I I
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A nd also the curve com puted by this equation , delim iting  dispersed 
bubble flow must term inate  at ano ther curve rela ting  U is and U q s  f ° r a 
void fraction of 052.
T he criteria of W eisman and Kang for this transition  is the same 
as given for horizontal flow, i.e. equation  5.9.
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Transition between interm ittent and annular regimes. T aite l et 
aL proposed the c rite rion  for th is transition as:
U G s P “ s  >  31 503
kg(P i - Pg) f 25
W eism an and K ang used th e ir  own e a rlie r  corre lation  (equation 
5.7) fo r horizontal flow  to predict this transition.
A ll the above equations have "g" as a param eter, thus, can be 
used to  predict these transitions under micro-gravity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
T h e  flow regim e maps for the  above m entioned m odels have been 
presented a t earth  g ravity  conditions. As m entioned e a rlie r  space 
program  requires m odels for obtain ing  flow transition  c rite ria  under 
m icro-gravity conditions which a re  not availab le  in the lite ra tu re .
In th is study, e ffo rts have been m ade to exam ine these models by 
successively reducing the value of g/gn from  1 to 10"^
M icro-Gravity Flow Regime Transitions: Horizontal Flow
T h e  flow transition  equations of T aitel-D ukler and W eism an et al. 
for horizon tal flow, have been used to generate  flow p a tte rn  
boundaries a t m icro-gravity levels, as presented in Figures 52 
through 5.4.
T hese figures show com puted flow regim es for an air-w ater system  
(25°C, 1 atm , 254 cm ID  horizontal pipe) fo r various values of g/gn, 
namely, 1, 1 0 and 10" .^ Figure 52  shows the flow regim e map 
predicted by Taitel-D ukler and W eism an et al. models a t g/gn = 1. 
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solid lines, those o f the  T aitel-D ukler m odel by broken lines. A  
com parison of these two models reveals th a t the same flow regim es a re  
identified  in roughly the same regions of the plot. H ow ever, the 
slope of the transition  line betw een in te rm itten t and annular-m ist is 
positive fo r the T aite l-D ukler m odel and  is negative for th e  W eism an 
et aL model. F igure 53 shows the flow regim e m ap at g/gn =  10" .^
The boundaries betw een stra tified  and in te rm itten t, in te rm itten t and 
dispersed bubble, and  stra tified  and annular-m ist regim es all m ove 
toward lower superficial velocities of both phases as g/gn is 
reduced. This trend  is sim ilar for both models. However, the  
region of in te rm itten t flow regim e for the T aitel-D ukler m odel is m uch 
sm aller than  tha t predicted by the W eism an et al. model.
A t very low g rav itational accelerations, i.e., g/gn = lCT ,^
Figure 5.4 shows th a t stra tified  flow will not exist, as predicted by 
both models. The T aitel-D ukler model predicts th a t essentially 
dispersed bubble and  annular-m ist flows will occur, whereas the 
W eism an et al. m odel predicts three flow regimes: in te rm itten t, 
dispersed bubble, and  annular-m ist. For the  W eism an et al. model:
(i) AB is the transition  line betw een in te rm itten t and annular-m ist 
flow, and (ii) BC is the transition  line betw een dispersed bubble and 
annular-m ist. A CD  is the transition  line betw een dispersed bubble and 
annular-m ist for the  Taitel-D ukler model. From  this m ap it is clear 
that predictions by these two models d iffe r considerably in the  type, 
size, shape, and ex ten t of the flow regim es at low g/gn values.
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M icro-Gravity Flow Regime Transitions: Vertical Flow
For vertical flow, T aite l e t al. (1980) and W eism an and K ang
(1981) have proposed theoretical and/or em pirical correlations fo r 
various flow regim e transitions. Both these models have used the  same 
set of flow regim e definitions, namely, bubble, in te rm itten t (slug and 
churn), annular, and dispersed bubble. These flow transition 
equations have been used to  generate  fiow p a tte rn  boundaries a t 
m icro-gravity levels, as presented in Figures 5.5 th rough  5.7.
These figures show typical flow regim es for an  air-w ater system 
(25°C , 1 atm , 2.54 cm ID  vertical pipe) for various values of g/gn , 
namely, 1, 10*2 , jq-5 p igUre 5 ,5  shows the typical flow regime m ap 
predicted by the T aitel e t al. and W eisman-Kang models a t g/gn = L 
T he W eism an-Kang model transition  predictions are  represented  by solid 
lines, those of the  T aitel e t al. model by broken lines. A  com parison 
of these models reveals th a t these two models agree reasonably well at 
g / g n  = L Figure 5.6 shows the  flow regim e m ap a t g/gn = 10*2. -pjjg 
boundaries betw een bubble and in te rm itten t, bubble-in term itten t and 
dispersed bubble, and in te rm itten t and annular-m ist flows all m ove 
tow ard lower superficial velocities of both phases as g/gn is 
reduced. This trend  is sim ilar for both these models. H ow ever, the 
region of in te rm itten t flow regim e for the T aitel e t al. model is m uch 
larger than  tha t predicted by the W eism an-Kang model.
A t low grav itational values, i.e , g/gn =  10* ,^ F igure 5.7 shows 
th a t bubble flow will not exist, as predicted by both models. T he 
th ree  flow regim es predicted by both models are in te rm itten t, 
annular-m ist, and  dispersed bubble. The T aitel e t al. model predicts 
th a t annular-m ist flow would predom inate for all values of large a ir
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flow. The W eism an-Kang model predicts that dispersed bubble would 
occur for all values of large  w ater flow. In the  case of vertica l 
flow, these two models d iffe r  considerably at low g/gn values.
Comparison o f Horizontal and V ertical M odels
In  the absence of g rav ity  force, the  o rien ta tion  of the  tube 
should not have an effect on a flow regim e m ap, i.e , one w ould see 
the  same flow regimes and their transition  lines fo r  both horizontal 
and vertical gas-liquid flow. T herefore , ideal horizontal and  
vertical models should reflec t this phenom ena.
A  com parison of the T aitel-D ukler models fo r horizontal and 
vertica l flow a t g/gn = 10"^, Figures 5.4 and 5.7, respectively, 
reveals that tw o flow regim es (dispersed bubble an d  annular-m ist) are  
predicted for horizontal and  three regim es (in term itten t, dispersed 
bubble, and annular-m ist) fo r the vertica l flow. I t  is also observed 
th a t the  o rien tation  of the transition line betw een dispersed bubble 
and annular-m ist flow is different; th is line has a positive slope in 
the case of horizontal and infinite slope in the case of vertica l 
flow. The flow regime m aps do not coincide fo r horizontal and 
vertical flow models.
W eisman e t al. and W eism an-K ang have not proposed d iffe ren t flow  
regim e transition correlations for horizontal and vertical flow, 
except for stra tified  to in te rm itten t in the case o f horizontal and 
bubble to in te rm itten t for vertical flow. A com parison of flow  regim e 
m aps a t g/gn = 1, Figures 52  and 5.5, shows that th e  horizontal 
s tra tified  and in te rm itten t flow regim es are replaced by the bubble 
and in te rm itten t regimes in the case o f vertical flow. The o th e r
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transitions are th e  same. A t the reduced gravity  o f g/gn = 10“^  the 
flow regim e maps, Figures 5.4 and 5.7, a re  alm ost identical. T h e  
stra tified  and bubble flow regim es for horizontal and  vertical flow, 
respectively, m ove towards the  region of very low phase velocities 
w hereas positions of o ther flow regim e transitions rem ain unchanged.
CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE
T he four two-phase flow models nam ely, horizontal T aite l-D ukler 
(1976), horizontal W eism an e t al. (1979), vertical T a ite l et al.
(1980), and vertical W eisman-Kang (1981), are analyzed. These models 
are ex trapolated  to m icro-gravity levels for an air-w ater system. It 
is observed tha t both models predict sim ilar flow regim e m aps a t g/gn 
= L However, as the g/gn values are  reduced from  1 to 10" ,^ th e  
predictions begin to d iffer in  both horizontal and vertical flow, 
showing the g reatest deviation a t the low values o f g/gn. T he  results 
show th a t the dispersed bubble and annular-m ist flow regim es dom inate 
a t reduced gravity  fields fo r both horizontal and vertical flow.
S tratified  and in te rm itten t flow regimes are  restric ted  to low er a ir 
and w ater superficial velocities. W hile these four models, in 
general, predict sim ilar flow regim es under m icro-gravity, they  d iffer 
considerably in calculating flow regim e boundaries.
T he results o f this study provide an  evaluation of models 
proposed by T aitel-D ukler and  W eisman e t al. under m icro-gravity 
fields. The results strongly suggest the necessity o f reliable 
vapor-liquid flow regime experim ental d a ta  in low gravity  env ironm ent 
to m odify the existing models or develop new ones.
VL Scientific Rationale for the Technique o f 
Sim ulating M icro-Gravity Vapor-Liquid Flow
The term  zero-gravity has been used to denote a situation  m ore 
accurately defined as apparen t weightlessness. This condition occurs 
during  the purely g rav itational m otion of a body when the  inertia l 
forces of the  body are  exactly balanced by th e  forces due  to its 
weight. To understand the physical conditions existing w ith in  such a 
body, the significance of the g rav itational field  and its rela tionship  
to accelerated m otion m ust be reviewed (Congelliere e t a l, 1963).
M aterial bodies at rest or m oving w ith uniform  velocity, w ith 
respect to a fixed-reference system (i.e, sta tionary  w ith respect to 
the  E arth), experience body forces in proportion  to th e ir  m ass. T hese 
forces are  uniform ly d istributed  and  influence every partic le  in the 
reference system; they are  called a g rav itational field. T he 
acceleration produced by the field is term ed the  streng th  of the 
g rav itational field, expressed in g’s, where gn = 1 g is th e  strength  
of the E a rth ’s gravitational field a t mean sea level, 45° north  
latitude.
The grav itational field acts uniform ly on all mass poin ts of a 
body, tending to produce a uniform  acceleration of each point in th e  
body, but does not tend to cause relative m ovem ent betw een mass 
points. W hen a body is supported, it is done by applying forces along 
the boundaries of the body or system  of mass points. T h e  force acting  
on the in te rnal mass points of a body are, thus, the resu lt of the 
g rav itational and m echanical/body forces transm itted  th rough  the body 
from  the supporting structure. In  liquids, forces are transm itted
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through hydrostatic pressure; in solids, they a re  transm itted  through 
stresses.
Thus, it is not the  grav ita tional field w hich causes vapor/gas 
bubbles to  rise in a liquid, but th e  gradient o f pressure field  w ithin  
the fluid; This g rad ien t is, in tu rn , a result of the su p p o rt given 
to the liqu id  container to p reven t its acceleration by th e  field. If 
the suppo rt of the con ta iner is rem oved (i.e , it is dropped), the 
hydrostatic  pressure gradient w ith in  the flu id  disappears and, because 
the vapor/gas within the  bubble is accelerated at the sam e rate as th e  
liquid surrounding th e  bubble and the walls of the con tainer, there 
will be no forces tending  to create  relative m ovem ent betw een the 
bubble an d  the liquid or the container.
T he foregoing discussion is an  illustration  of the fundam enta l 
postulate of E instein’s G eneral T heory  of R elativ ity , w hich states 
that it is impossible to distinguish between a uniform  grav ita tional 
field and a uniform ly accelerated coordinate system. T he  apparent 
g rav itational field, G, experienced by a body will be g iven  by
G = g - a 6J.
where g is the local g rav itational field experienced by an 
unaccelerated coordinate system, and a is the  acceleration of the body 
coordinates. (In this expression, a is positive in the d irec tion  of 
the field.)
W hen a liquid container and  its contents are  sta tionary , the 
system is said to be in a g rav itational field o f g/gn = 1.
Supporting the container so tha t it remains a t rest in E a r th  
coordinates, results in a hydrostatic pressure gradient w hich, in 
turn, causes the bubbles in the liqu id  to rise. If  the con ta iner is
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accelerated downward a t  9.8 m/sec2 by rem oving all support from  it, 
the acceleration of the  container w ill be
a =  g 6.2
and the apparen t g rav ita tional field  fo r the con ta iner and its 
contents will be
G  = 0 63
U nder these circum stances, the  bubble will not move re la tive  to 
the fluid o r to the sides of the container. Satellites, ballistic 
missiles, and other objects which a re  not supported  in re la tio n  to the 
E arth ’s coordinate system  experience G = 0, because they a re  in free 
fall and a = g .
Steady-Flow, Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Sim ulation
The advantages of a steady-state, terrestrial-laboratory , micro-g 
vapor-liquid sim ulation m ethod are many. These are : (i) 
conventional instrum entation  can be used, (ii) d irec t visual 
observation can be achieved, (iii) s ta rtin g  transien ts as well as 
steady sta te  conditions can  be studied  due to v irtually  un lim ited  test 
duration tim e, (iv) un lim ited  equ ipm ent size (i.e , L/D ratio, etc.), 
and (v) reproducibility and  close con tro l for test conditions a re  
easier to achieve which, in turn, resu lts in reliab le  data w ith 
economy in time and equipm ent.
The steady-state, micro-g sim ulation m ethod presented h e re  has an
unique approach for studying  the flow  patterns o f vapor-liquid flow in
space. T h e  use of two immiscible liquids of equal density o ffers the 
possibility to elim inate th e  buoyancy forces (w hich is directly
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proportional to  density d ifference of the  two fluids). This results 
in  an equal vertical static pressure g rad ien t in both  fluids, so th a t 
no relative vertical m ovem ent of liquids in the  stream  can occur, for 
exam ple, the liquid drop in  the  pool of second liquid experiences no 
forces tending to  displace i t  C onsidering a real vapor-liquid system 
in a micro-g field, the vapor bubble will not move relative to  the 
flu id  or to the  sides of the  container due to the absence of a 
hydrostatic pressure gradient, as discussed in the  previous section. 
T herefore, th is steady state, micro-g vapor-liquid sim ulation 
technique has, theoretically  speaking, the  equivalence of a 
g ravitational field and an accelerated coordinate system, as discussed 
in the previous section.
Thus, the sim ulation of a micro-g environm ent for vapor-liquid 
flow is accomplished by the use of liquid/liquid systems. T he two 
liquids used a re  immiscible and possess essentially equal densities.
In  sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow, the fluid which is m ore 
viscous and m ore w ettable represents the "liquid" phase and the  
second liquid (less viscous and less w ettable w ith respect to tube 
surface), corresponds to the  "vapor" phase. In  o rder to m ain tain  the 
sim ilitude betw een the real micro-g vapor-liquid system  and sim ulating  
liquid/liquid system, it is essential to m atch the following physical 
characteristics:
a. viscosity ratio
b. in terfacia l tension
c. rela tive  w ettability  of liquids w ith respect to tube
surface
AL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE
T he experim ental set-up to  study th e  sim ulated micro-g 
liquid-vapor flow  regim e transitions is shown in F igure  7 1  It 
consists of 6.4 m  (21 feet) of 0.0254 m (1 inch) ID pyrex glass tube 
w ith two en trance  ports fo r the  in troduction  of two immiscible 
liquids. Hot and  cold w ater lines are ru n  to a storage tank  (Feed 1) 
to allow  for m aintenance of a constant tem pera tu re  w ater supply.
W ater is pum ped from  the constant tem pera tu re  storage tan k  while the  
flow is controlled by hand valves and m easured w ith Dw yer ro tam eters 
of appropria te  range (2 i x l 0 “6  to 22xl0r^ m 3/s or 2  to 2 1 0  gph).
Various oils are used as the second liquid. T he second liquid 
w hich is sim ulating  the "liquid" phase in  micro-g, is pum ped from  a 55 
gallon drum  (Feed 2) placed on its side on a w eighing scale. Flow is 
contro lled  by h and  valves and m easured w ith ro tam eters of appropria te  
range. The tem pera tu re  o f the second liquid is kept constant a t 25 ±  
1°C by a com bination of tw o methods. T he 55 gallon drum  is w rapped 
w ith a resistance tape h ea te r which is tu rned  on prio r to conducting 
experim ents if th e  tem pera tu re  is below 25°C. I t is observed th a t the 
viscous liquid heats up over a period of time, particu larly  a t the  low 
flow rates, due to  continuous recirculation through the pum p (heat due 
to viscous dissipation). For such cases, a coun tercu rren t heat 
exchanger is installed  in the  bypass line to  cool the  viscous liquid 
and re tu rn  it to the  55 gallon drum  at the  desired tem pera tu re  of 
25°C. The tem pera tu re  of the  viscous liquid passing through the 
bypass line can be m onitored a t all tim es and the flow rate  o f the 
















Figure 7.1 : Two-Phase Flow Experimental Set-Up.
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m ain tain  "liquid" phase tem pera tu re  at 25 +  1°C th roughou t each 
experim ental run. Two ro tam eters are installed  in parallel fo r each 
liquid in order to cover the fu ll range of flow rates. In  addition, 
two m anom eters, one filled w ith carbon te trach lo ride  and the o ther 
filled w ith m ercury, a re  placed in parallel to  m easure pressure drop 
across the two pressure taps located at each end of the  glass tube.
T he connecting tubes are  filled w ith water.
Visualization Section
The flow behavior/pattern  is observed in a visualization section 
located approxim ately 75 d iam eters dow nstream  of the  en trance region 
to ensure a fully developed flow. W eism an e t al. (1979) have found 60 
diam eters to be sufficient to a tta in  fully developed flow over the 
full velocity range for a 0.0254 m I.D. horizontal system. In this 
study, it is found th a t the flow is fully developed at about 75 
d iam eters downstream . This visualization section is fitted  w ith a 
rectangular duct of plexi-glass filled w ith water. This a rrangem ent 
reduces the optical distortions which are observed th rough  the pyrex 
glass tube during  the flow of the  two immiscible liquids. The flow 
regim es/patterns are  recorded on videotapes to allow fo r more in-depth 
off-line analysis (e.g., using slow motion and stop action) and to 
facilitate  discussion w ith o ther researchers.
Separation Tank
The two immiscible liquids, a fte r passing through  the tube, 
discharge into a separation tank. Since the  two liquids are of equal 
density, they form  dispersions and therefore  do not stratify . A  small
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am ount of sodium  chloride (regular salt) is added to th is tank  and 
mixed thoroughly  to increase the density of w ater slightly  above its 
norm al value. The solubility of sodium  chloride in the  m ore viscous 
oily liquids is found to  be negligible. A fter allowing approxim ately  
1 2  hours fo r m axim um  recovery, w a ter separates into a d istinct layer 
visible th rough  the side of the collection tank. The w ater is then 
discharged in to  the d rainage and th e  top layer of viscous liquid is 
pum ped o ff fo r recovery. The viscous liquid is heated to  120°C to 
evaporate o ff  any w ater which m ay be present and to b reak  the em ulsion 
which som etim es forms a t the h igher flow rates. A fter cooling the 
liquid, the viscosity, specific gravity, and in terfac ia l tension are 
m easured p rio r to re tu rn in g  the recovered liquid  to the 55 gallon d rum  
fo r reuse. By this arrangem ent, approxim ately  90% of th e  viscous 
liquid is recovered. T his is a tim e consuming operation, requiring  
approxim ately  twelve hours to recover 30 gallons of the liquid, enough 
to  com plete one experim ental run.
Measurement o f Physical Properties
In sim ulating  micro-g vapor-liquid flow, th e  physical properties 
of the two liquids of equal density need to be considered carefully to 
have sim ilitude between real and sim ulating systems. T he  physical 
properties im portan t to the  analysis are : density, viscosity, and 
in terfacial tension. T he m easurem ent techniques for these properties 
a re  discussed as follows:
Density - Since this property is so im portan t to this project, 
the  density o f the liquids is m easured carefully using a specific 
gravity  bottle in a tem perature  controlled environm ent.
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Viscosity - A  spindle-type viscom eter supplied by Brookfield 
Laboratories, M A is used in conjunction w ith  a eight gram s sam ple 
adaptor. The ad ap to r is provided w ith a  w ater jacket, connected to  a 
hot b a th  to m ain tain  the sam ple at a desired tem perature.
Interfacial Tension - In  the  absence of a  gravity force, 
in te rfac ia l forces play an im portan t role, especially in the  low 
velocity region, in determ ining  the  flow regim es/patterns of 
vapor-liquid flow. A  new m ethod has been developed to  m easure th e  
in te rfac ia l tension. T he basic principle and the  details of the 
appara tu s and procedure are presented in the  following chapter.
V m . MEASUREMENT OF INTERFACIAL TENSION OF 
IMMISCIBLE LIQUIDS OF EQUAL DENSITY
T he use of two immiscible liquids of equal density o ffers the  
possibility of e lim inating the buoyancy forces and thus sim ulating  
m icro-gravity env ironm ent on earth . This technique can be used to 
study m icro-gravity flu id  physics such as: 1) in terfacia l tension 
driven flows (M arangoni effect) on earth , e.g, drop m igration in a 
liquid m atrix  with tem pera tu re  gradient, and 2 ) two-phase 
(vapor-liquid) flow regim es (K arri and M athur, 1987 & 1988) likely to 
occur in micro-gravity.
For the  study of m icro-gravity flu id  physics, one of the  most 
im portan t liquid properties is the in terfacial tension. In the  
absence of gravity force, in terfacial forces play an  im portan t role in 
determ ining  the therm ocapillary  flows driven by a tem pera tu re  g rad ien t 
and type of flow regim es in the case of two-phase flow. In o rder to 
use this technique, it is essential to know the in terfacial tension 
between two immiscible liquids of equal density. The m easurem ent of 
in terfacial tension in such liquid systems is qu ite  complex because of 
the absence of a liquid density difference. T he equations used in the 
trad itional in terfacial tension m easurem ent techniques such as 
capillary height m ethod (Reynolds, 1921), ring m ethod (Z uidem a and 
W aters, 1941), and drop weight m ethod (H arkins and H um phrey , 1916), 
contain a density d ifference term  and, therefore, become invalid  as 
the density d ifference approaches zero. In short, since two equally  
dense liquids form ing an in terface represent a relatively buoyancy 
free situation , these classical m easurem ent techniques cannot be used,
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as they use the resu ltan t gravity force at the in terface giving rise 
to  a density  difference term  in the  final expression.
A new  approach which was originally  developed by B artell and
M iller (1928) to m easure the in terfac ia l tension betw een two liquids 
of equal density is used in our experim ents. They used this m ethod to 
m easure th e  in terfacial tension of da rk  liquids w ith w ater since they 
were unable  to observe a falling drop  in the dark  liquid as requ ired  
w ith the d rop  weight m ethod, or to delineate the  m eniscus once the  
capillary was wetted w ith  the dark  liquid as in the capillary rise 
method.
THEORY
A num ber of textbooks have discussed various m ethods which have 
been used for in terfacia l tension m easurem ent. The most com m only used 
techniques are  capillary rise, drop weight, and ring method. H ow ever, 
these trad itional in terfacia l tension m easurem ent techniques can no t 
be used fo r systems of equal density liquids. Some of the  in terfacia l
tension m easurem ent techniques and  the ir analysis are  briefly
discussed below.
Capillary Rise Method: The capillary  rise m ethod has been used 
with several m odifications by Reynolds (1921) and others. W hen the 
two liquids are in equilibrium  inside a capillary, the in terfacia l and 
buoyancy forces can be equated to give an expression for in terfacia l 
tension, 7 a t,:
^ab = 1 /2  rh S<Pa ’ pb> 81
where r =  capillary radius, h = to ta l height of liquid rise in the
capillary, p =  density of liquid, and subscripts a and b re fe r to
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liquid ’a’ and liquid ’b’, respectively.
Drop Weight Method: T he drop w eight m ethod described by H arkins 
and H um phrey  (1916), uses the  size of a drop of liquid ’a’ suspended 
in a liquid ’b’ before falling  (as opposed to heigh t of liquid rise in 
the  capillary rise m ethod) as a m easure of in terfacial tension. A  
force balance on the drop leads to th e  correlation:
^ a b  =  l V <Pa '  P b te / r lF  8 2
w here V = volum e of the suspended drop at the  point of breakaw ay, and  
F =  correction factor, used since actual drop th a t falls is only a 
fraction  of the drop tha t forms; this is a function of density for 
which standard tables are  available.
Both the capillary rise and the d rop  w eight m ethods req u ire  a 
(Pa - p^) term  for calculation of yab and, therefore , are  not valid 
for determ ining  in terfacial tension betw een two liquids of equal 
density. The same reasoning applies to ring-m ethod (Zuidem a and 
W aters, 1941) and it can not be used fo r m easuring in terfac ia l tension 
of equal density liquids. In  short, since two equally  dense liquids 
form ing an in terface represen t a relatively  gravity  free situation , 
these classical m easurem ent techniques cannot be used, as they use the 
resu ltan t gravity  force a t the  in terface giving rise to a density  
d ifference term  in the final expression.
Principle o f tbe new method: T he simple device shown in Figure 
8 J  is based on the capillary rise principle (K arri and M athur,
1988). The apparatus consists of two cups, A and B, connected by a 
U-shaped tube, one leg of which is a capillary tube. L iquid ’b’ is 
added to the cup B until it reaches the  end of the  U-tube a t the




L I Q U I D  ' b '
LIQUID a
Figure 8J: Apparatus for Interfacial Tension Measurement of 
Equal Density Fluids.
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bottom  of cup A. L iquid ’a’ is, then, added slowly from  a buret to 
cup A, so th a t liquid ’b’ is forced back u n til the  liquid meniscus 
enters th e  lower end of the capillary and finally  stabilizes at som e 
reference point ’C’. T he heights ha and hb o f liquid ’a ’ and liqu id  
’b’, respectively, above this reference point o r meniscus, a re  
m easured using a cathetom eter. The forces acting on th e  m eniscus are:
gravity force :
Fg = irr2[paha - Pbh b]g 83
w here r = capillary radius, and p the corresponding densities 
(Fg is acting in the downw ard direction)
vertical force due to the  in terfacia l tension :
P in t  =  ^ “Yab 8*4
E quating  equations 83 and 8.4 fo r m echanical equilibrium -condition a t 
the meniscus, one obtains:
7ab = 1 /2  gr tpa ha " pbhbl 85
It is notew orthy tha t the term  (pa ha - pbh b), which contains the
difference between the products of corresponding density  and height,
does not approach zero even fo r equal density  liquids. This m ethod  is
general and  therefore can be used to m easure the in te rfac ia l tension




The apparatus as shown in F igu re  81, is constructed w ith 
pyrex-glass. T he two cups, A  and B, are  about 0,022 m ID  and  012 m 
in h e ig h t These are connected by a U-type glass tubing, one arm  of 
which is a capillary tube of approxim ately  0.75 mm, radius. T he 
d iam eter of the  capillary is determ ined  from  the weight d ifference 
betw een capillary tube when filled w ith  m ercury and when em pty.
For constant tem pera tu re  conditions, the appara tus is im m ersed in 
a constant tem pera tu re  w ater bath w ith  plane glass sides for 
visibility and recording. For the determ ination  of in terfacial 
tension, liquid ’b’ (organic liquid or oil) is slowly added to cup B 
un til it fills just below the  top of th e  U-tube in the  bottom  of cup 
A. It is im portan t to ascertain th a t there  are no air-bubbles caught 
along the wall of the U -tube including capillary. L iquid ’a ’ (w ater) 
is then  slowly added from  a buret to cup A un til the  m eniscus or 
in te rface  is forced downw ard along the  U-tube and  stabilizes in  the 
capillary at some reference point ’C \ The height of each liquid  
above this reference point is then readily  m easured by m eans of a 
cathetom eter.
The density of the liquid ’b’ is m easured using a specific 
gravity  bottle. Knowing the  densities and heights, the in terfac ia l 
tension can readily be calculated using equation 85.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several liquid systems of unequal densities w ith known 
in terfacial tension are used for calib ration  of this apparatus. T he 
results are presented in Table 8 JL T he  results a re  w ithin acceptable
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accuracy. The chem icals used a re  of analytical grade purity . The use 
of h igh  purity  chem icals may have reduced th e  percen t e rro r. For 
ord inary  accuracy requirem ents, no capillary corrections fo r  m eniscus 
height readings are  necessary, as indicated by B artell and M iller 
(1928).
TABLE 8LL‘ Interfacial Tension of Various Systems of 










1022 0.00541 0.00577 -6.3
Benzaldehyde : 
Water
1050 0.01478 0.01551 -4.7
Carbon Tetra- 1583 
chloride : Water
0.0443 0.045 -1.6
This apparatus has been used to m easure the in te rfac ia l tension 
of eleven d ifferen t systems of approxim ately equal densities. W ater 
is used as liquid ’a ’ throughout these experim ents. L iquids ’b’ used 
in these experim ents are e ither pure  organic liquids or oils. In 
case of heavy m ineral oil and silicone oil, a sm all am ount of carbon 
tetrachloride is added to adjust the  density. A ll ’b’ liquids have 
densities almost equal to that of water. The tem pera tu re  of the 
apparatus is m aintained  at 25°C. The apparatus is cleaned with 
acetone followed by washing w ith N O C H R O M IX  solution. The washed 
apparatus is rinsed w ith distilled w ater and d ried  overn igh t at about 
110°C. Table 82 presents the experim ental resu lts for eleven
TABLE 8 .2 :  I n te r fa c ia l  Tension o f  Various Systems o f  
Equal D en s itie s  a t 25°C
Density of Organic Interfacial Tension
System Liquid/Oil (N/m)
(kg/m3)
Amyl Benzoate : 
Vater






1 0 0 2 0 . 0 2 8
Butyl Benzoate : 
Water
1 0 0 2 0.034























d ifferen t liquid systems: Densities and in terfac ia l tensions are also 
listed.
The liquid systems are so selected th a t the m easured in te rfac ia l 
tension would cover a wide range of values. In  the case of 
3-phenyl-l-propanol and w ater system, the densities are  alm ost equal 
and the  m easured heights are about the same, giving an in terfac ia l 
tension of about 0 N/m. T he highest in terfac ia l tension of about 
0.047 N/m  (47 dynes/cm), is obtained for the  liquid system of Dow 
Corning 200 silicone fluid (50 cSt at 25°C) (+CCI4 ) and water. T he 
apparatus is sensitive enough to m easure in terfacia l tension ranging 
from  0 to 0.05 N/m. From  T able 1, the accuracy of this m ethod is 
w ithin ± 6 % for liquids of unequal densities. Since the  in terfacia l 
tension of liquid systems of equal density is unknow n, it is 
an ticipated  tha t the  accuracy of th is instrum ent would be w ithin 
± 10%.
This device can be used to m easure the  in terfacia l tension as a 
function of tem pera tu re  for two liquids exhib iting  equal or unequal 
density. This can be achieved by im m ersing the appara tus in a 
constant tem pera tu re  w ater bath, m ain tain ing  the tem pera tu re  at any 
desired value.
This apparatus was used fo r m easuring the in terfacia l tension of 
the various fluid systems used in this study. The developm ent of this 
tensiom eter is considered as one of the m ajor contributions of this 
project.
DL SELECTION OF ENTRANCE CONFIGURATION AND 
CRITERIA FOR EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERSDM j  Dj
Sim ulation of micro-g vapor-liquid (two-phase) flow is 
accom plished by the selection and use of unique test fluids. T he two 
fluids (flu id  system # 1) chosen fo r this study are w ater and 
polypropylene glycol-2000 (PPG), which are  immiscible and possess 
essentially equal densities. In sim ulating micro-g two-phase flow, 
the PPG , more viscous liquid represents the  "liquid" phase and the  
w ater (less viscous) a lthough a liquid as well at test conditions, 
corresponds to the "vapor" phase.
In this section, the  effects o f en trance configuration on flow 
regim es and the flu id  system #1 flow regim e map are  presented. The 
lim ita tions of this system  in sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow are 
discussed. Finally, the  criteria fo r selection of param eters such as 
viscosity ratio, in terfac ia l tension, and re la tive  w ettability  of the 
equi-density fluid system s are also discussed. These param eters are  
critical in  m atching sim ulated flow characteristics w ith the actual 
micro-g vapor-liquid flow patterns.
Entrance Effects
T h ere  is, at present, a considerable understanding  of two-phase 
(vapor-liquid) flow on earth. It is known th a t en trance 
configurations have little  effect on two-phase flow behavior under 
norm al gravity. G rav ity  tends to  stabilize the flow and creates a 
stra tified  flow p a tte rn  and thus m inim izes the entrance effects. 
How ever, entrance configurations could have pronounced effect on flow
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p a tte rn  in the absence of gravity. In o rder to study these effects, 
experim ents w ith d ifferen t en trance  m ixing configurations are 
conducted. T he designs of these configurations are show n in F igures 
91 th rough  93. In  all these configurations, one flu id  is dispersed 
in to  the  o ther in o rder to achieve mixing a t the entrance. The 
subsequent flow regim e patterns are  observed 1 2 0  d iam eters dow n the 
tube to  study the flow  behavior.
T he observed flow regimes are defined as given in Table 42. The 
flow regim es observed for two-phase flow namely polypropylene glycol 
(PPG)-water for all entrance configurations are presented in T able  
91. A ll the experim ents are conducted using a constan t water 
("vapor") flow rate  of 3.785 liters/m in. (1  gpm). The flow  regim e 
p a tte rn  and pressure drop data  a re  recorded for an increase in PPG  
("liquid’’) flow rates from  0.01 to  036 m/s (based on to ta l 
cross-sectional area of the tube). A t first glance, d a ta  in Table 9.1 
for various configurations do no t indicate any defin ite  order.
H ow ever, despite th e  changes caused by entrance conditions, a p a tte rn  
of flow regimes emerges. M oving vertically top to bottom  in each 
colum n (increasing "liquid” flow rates) the results show a general 
trend  beginning w ith  drop flow, then inverse slug, and  finally inverse 
annu lar flow. Pressure drops w ere m easured using an  inclined 
m anom eter filled w ith  carbon tetrachloride. The da ta  are p resented  in 
Table 9.1 in inches o f water. Pressure d rop  increases w ith PPG flow 
rate  as expected.
One-Nozzle Configuration (see Figure 9.1): C onfiguration 1(a) in 
which "vapor" is introduced th rough  a nozzle and "liquid" flows 
through annulus is shown in F igure  9.1(a). The nozzle is designed
8 DISTRIBUTION HOLES 
OF 3 .2  mm SIZE
WATER
O O 2.13cm 0 02.54cm
CHECK
VALVES
PPG- 2 0 0 0
CONFIGURATION #  1(a)
8 DISTRIBUTION HOLES 
OF 3 .2  mm SIZE
P P G -2 0 0 02.13cm OD2.54cm
WATER
CONFIGURATION #  1(b)
Figure 9J: One-Nozzle Configuration.
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12 DISTRIBUTION HOLES 
OF 3 .2  mm SIZE
"f |o  o o
2.54cm ID
o o o
9.5m m  0 0  
—  ------------
— PPG - 2 0 0 0  
^CHECK VALVES 
 WATER
CONFIGURATION #  2(a)
12 DISTRIBUTION HOLES 
OF 3.2 mm SIZE
Z/
ILo o -r ^1-------------------------W  -  -
9 .5  mm 0D | CHECK .
CONFIGURATION #■ 2 (b) VALVES
NO ZZLES AT THE SAME ELEVATION
P P G -2 0 0 0
WATER
Figure 9 ±  Two-Nozzle Configuration.
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5  D ISTR IB UTIO N  H O LE S
OF .3 .2 m m  SIZE
2 .1 3 c m  OD2 . 5 4  cm ID
CHECK
VALVES
C O N F IG U R A TIO N  #  3
WATER
Figure 93: One-Orifice Type Nozzle Configuration.
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Table 9.1: Entrance Effects : Flow Regime Data
3
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Note: Numbers in parenthesis give pressure drop across 5.56 m long 
tube in inches of water. D - drop/mist. IS - inverse slug, 
IA - inverse annular.
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such th a t the flu id  is dispersed th rough  eight holes of 32 m m  size on 
the  side of a 213 cm OD PVC tube. T he fron t end of the nozzle is 
closed. The configuration  1(b) is the sam e as 1(a) in  all respects 
except th a t the  flow of "vapor" and "liquid" are interchanged.
A  com parison of da ta  for configurations 1(a) and 1(b) (T able 9.1) 
shows tha t the  transition  from  drop flow  to inverse slug is not 
effected  by en trance  conditions and occurs at a "liquid" flow ra te  of 
0.08 m/s. H ow ever, an earlie r transition  to inverse annu lar is qu ite  
pronounced in the case of configuration  1(a) com pared to 1(b). The 
region for which inverse slug occurs broadens fo r configuration  
1(b). This region is observed for a range of flow rates of "liquid" 
betw een 0.08 to  0.21 m/s. Pressure drop  for configuration  1(a) is 
less than  th a t of 1(b) for all flow rates of "liquid".
Two-Noozie Configuration (see F igure  92): E ach of these two 
nozzles is designed the same way as described u n der one-nozzle 
configuration. In  configuration  2(a) the  two nozzles are positioned 
such th a t one is below the other, w hereas in configuration  2 (b) two 
nozzles are placed horizontally  at the  same level. As one w ould 
expect, the flow regim e patterns and pressure drops are about the same 
fo r both configurations 2 (a) & 2 (b).
Com paring data for configurations 1(a) and 2 (a), the transition  
from  drop flow to inverse slug rem ains at the sam e flow ra te  of 
"liquid" at 0.082 m/s. T ransition  from  inverse slug to  inverse 
an n u la r shifts to  higher flow rate of "liquid" ( 0 2 1  m /s) for 
configuration  2(a). Pressure drop for configuration  2(a) is h igher 
than  tha t of 1(a) for all flow rates.
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One-Orifice Type Nozzle Configuration (see F igure 93): A n 
orifice type nozzle has been fabricated  by soldering an  alum inum  
orifice p la te  having five holes of 33 mm size a t the end of the 233 
cm O D  alum inum  tube. W ater en ters th rough  the nozzle and "liquid" 
flows th rough  the annulus. It has been observed tha t in this 
configuration the transition  from  drop flow to inverse slug shifts to 
higher flow rate  of "liquid" at 031 m/s (Table 93). Inverse an n u la r 
flow occurs only at high flow rates of "liquid" (038 m/s) as com pared 
with th a t "liquid" flow rate  of 033 m/s for configuration  1(a).
Pressure drops are com parable in both cases.
It is concluded th a t en trance configurations under m icro-gravity 
conditions do have an effect on flow rates of "liquid" a t which 
transitions from  one flow regim e to o ther occurs. H ow ever, it doesn’t 
effect the  sequence of flow regim e patterns. W ithout the  gravity  
effect to act as an stabilizing force, flow regim e transitions are 
sensitive to  entrance configurations in the im m ediate area  of the 
nozzles. Thus, the design of en trance configuration in heat tran sfe r 
loops m ay be one of the factors to control a specific flow regime.
For exam ple, inverse annu lar flow m ight enhance the vapor 
condensation. T herefo re  one would design en trance  configuration  like 
1(a) so th a t inverse annu la r flow would occur for a wide range of flow 
rates of "liquid" (033 to 036 m/s).
T he range of velocities of "liquid" for which inverse slug flow 
regime occur appear to be strongly influenced by the en trance 
configurations. Because little is known about these flow regim es on 
earth , th e ir presence in a spacecraft heat transfer system could be 
considered undesirable. H eat exchanger perform ance can be
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characterized by significant pressure fluctuations in the flu id  and by
variations of the  stress levels w ith in  the tube walls, the la tte r  as a
resu lt of local tem pera tu re  changes. Proper selection of the  en trance  
configuration  may be a satisfactory approach to  control the  flow 
regimes, thus im proving the heat exchanger perform ance.
Flow Regime Map - Fluid System #1
The object is to observe the flow behavior of PPG w ith w ater 
over a wide range of flow rates in a tube and to obtain  pressure drop 
data  for various flow pa tterns observed. Flow patterns are  observed 
over a range of PPG superficial velocity from  0.01 to 0.5 m/s and a 
range of w ater superficial velocity from  0.01 to 0.5 m/s. One-nozzle 
configuration  # l(a) is used to introduce the liquids into the  pipe.
T he physical properties of PPG are  m easured and the values a t 25°C  are 
given as:
Viscosity = 310 cP 
Density — 1005 kg/m^
In terfac ia l tension between PPG and w ater = 0.005 N/m. W ettab ility  of
w ater on pyrex glass is m ore than  th a t of PPG.
A  series of flow patterns are observed for an increase in the 
"liquid" flow rate  at a constant "vapor" flow rate. The observed 
flow patterns are classified in to  corresponding regimes based on the 
definitions presented in Table 4.2.
E xperim entally  observed vapor-liquid flow pa ttern  maps for 
horizontal flow are shown in F igure 9.4. D ata is presented on 
log-log plot w ith superficial "vapor" velocity, G q s versus 
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Figure 9A : Simulated Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow Regime Map - Fluid 
System #1 (Equi-Density PPG and water).
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shows the flow  regimes indicated by th e  various symbols. T he lines 
(fitted  by visual observation) are draw n between th e  various flow  
regim e data  as obtained in  this study. T he change from  one reg im e to 
ano ther is no t always well defined, how ever, the lines represent the  
gradual transitions.
The e ffec t on the flow  pattern  o f increasing th e  "liquid" 
velocity a t a relatively low "vapor" velocity of 0.025 m/s can be 
seen in F igure 9.4. A t low "liquid" velocities both phases are 
continuous and  stratified  wavy. H ow ever, a thin lay e r of "vapor" 
along the tube  circum ference is observed even at these low velocities 
and therefo re  the flow regim e is classified as an inverse annu lar 
flow. A n increase in "liquid" velocity to  about 02. m/s causes the  
"liquid" phase to occupy cen tra l core and  the "vapor" phase flows as 
an annu lar layer near the  pipe wall. B oth phases a re  still 
continuous. This is characteristic  of inverse annular. A fu rth e r 
increase in "liquid" velocity at a "vapor" velocity of 0.025 m/s 
results in the  "vapor" phase becoming discontinuous and  forms 
bubbles. T his is a typical of bubble or dispersed bubble flow.
The effect on the flow  pattern  of increasing "liquid" velocity at 
the  relatively  m oderate "vapor" velocity of 0.12  m/s shows sim ilar 
flow behavior. However, a t low "liquid" velocities th e  "liquid" drops 
in continuous "vapor" phase are observed. As the "liquid" velocity 
increases from  0.04 to 013 m/s, the flow pa ttern  changes from d ro p  to 
inverse an n u la r flow th rough  an in term ediate  regim e, inverse slug  at 
0.08 m/s of "liquid" velocity.
The effect on the flow  pattern  of increasing "liquid" velocity at
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a h igher "vapor" velocity of 0.44 m/s is quite  d ifferen t. F o r all 
"liquid" velocities, a drop o r mist flow is observed.
For a wide range of "liquid" and up to a  m oderate range of 
"vapor" velocities, the flow p a tte rn  leads to the  form ation of 
inverse annu la r flow. In  general, as the "vapor" flow ra te  is 
increased for a defin ite  low "liquid" velocity, the  "liquid" surface 
is observed to pass successively from  ripple waves to roll waves. A t 
high "vapor" velocities "liquid" droplets are  detached from  the  
in terface giving drop flow. A fu r th e r  increase in vapor velocities, 
causes the flow to become com pletely drop or mist in na ture . A t h igh 
"vapor" velocities the cen tral "liquid" core breaks up to give a drop 
or mist flow condition. A t high in itial "liquid" flows, bubble flow 
is observed; and as the "vapor" velocity is increased the drop  or mist 
flow condition is developed. Inverse slug flow is observed only 
during  the transition  from  inverse annu lar to a drop flow regim e.
C harles et. al. (1961) are  the first ones to study the flow
regim es of equal density oil-w ater systems. For an  oil-w ater flow
system in a 2.54 cm horizontal tube (3.05 m long), and using oils w ith
3viscosities of 63 and 163 cP and a density of 998 kg/m , they 
prepared  flow regim e m aps w ith superficial w ater and oil velocities 
as param eters. In all these systems, w ater is m ore w ettable w ith  the 
tube surface than  the oils. They considered a range of superfic ial 
oil velocities of 0.015 - 0.9 m/s and a range of superficial w ater 
velocities of 0.03 - 1.07 m/s. The flow patterns observed in th e ir 
study are  re in terp re ted  to fall in to  our classification Table 42  for 
sim ulation of micro-g vapor-liquid flow. These are:
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w ater drops in oil 
oil in w ater concentric inverse annu lar flow 
inverse slug flow'
bubble flow
oil slugs in w ater
oil bubble/drops in w ater - drop or mist flow
T h eir data are  converted to SI units and the transition  lines betw een 
re in terp re ted  flow pa tterns are shown in F igure 9.5 w ith superficial 
velocities as coordinate system. The positions of the transition  
lines betw een inverse annu la r to inverse slug and inverse slug to drop  
flow observed for two d ifferen t oils of d iffe ren t viscosities were 
identical. F igure 9.5 also show that the transition  line to bubble 
flow (shown by broken lines) for the 16.8 cP oil is a t a som ew hat 
h igher oil velocity than  for the 63 cP oil.
Com parison of Figures 9.4 and 9.5 shows tha t the sim ilar flow 
regim es are observed in both the studies except there  is no defin ite  
region of inverse slug in the case of flu id  system #L As shown in 
the en trance  effects section, the en trance configuration  has 
considerable effect on the occurrence of inverse slug. C harles et al. 
(1961) have used a concentric nozzle in which oil was in troduced 
inside a w ater annulus and have found defin ite  region of inverse slug. 
W hen configuration #  1(a) was used in which w ater was introduced 
th rough  a tube with holes on its side and PPG through  annulus, the 
inverse slug region was not observed. F igure 9.5 shows th a t the 
transition  line between inverse annu lar and bubble flow has a positive 
slope and this slope decreases as viscosity of oil goes up. F igure 
9.4 shows th a t this transition  line has a slope of about zero  and is 
located at a oil velocity of 0.4 m/s. This is consistent w ith the 
trend  shown in Figure 9.5. The transition  line from  inverse annu lar
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Bubble flow
°  .5 0
.01 .05  .10 .50  1.0 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF WATER, m / s
Figure 9.5: Charles et aL (1961) Flow Regime M ap for Equi-Density 
Oil-Water Flow (Oils o f Viscosides 6l29 and ltiu8  cP).
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flow  to drop flow have positive slopes in both the F igures 9.4 and 
9.5. In  conclusion, the flow regim es observed for a two immiscible 
liquids of equal density fluid system in which less viscous fluid 
(w ater) is m ore w ettable w ith the tube surface than  the high viscous 
flu id  (oils), are  bubble, inverse annular, inverse slug, and d rop  or 
m ist flows.
These equi-density fluid experim ents are an a ttem p t to sim ulate 
micro-g vapor-liquid flow to determ ine w hat flow regim es and the ir 
transitions will exist in micro-g environm ent. T he objective of this 
study is to control experim ental param eters in the equi-density fluid 
system  so that the results best sim ulate micro-g vapor-liquid flow 
regimes. T he lite ra tu re  survey (C hapter II.) has shown th a t some 
lim ited num ber of vapor-liquid flow experim ents were conducted in 
ac tual micro-g conditions. These studies show th a t annu lar, slug, and 
bubble flows are  commonly observed micro-g vapor-liquid flow regimes. 
T he most radical d ifference betw een the sim ulated experim ents and the  
actual micro-g experim ents are the absence of annu lar and slug flows 
and the presence of inverse annu lar and inverse slug flow in the equi- 
density  fluid experim ents. This shows tha t there  is a need to control 
o th er experim ental param eter(s) in the equi-density fluid system to 
m atch closely w ith the actual micro-g vapor-liquid flow.
Selection of Fluid Systems
T he difficulty  with the fluid system #1 (water-PPG) in sim ulating 
micro-g vapor-liquid flow regimes, is the im proper w ettability , 
viscosity, and in terfacial tension characteristics of PPG. In 
sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow, the viscosity ratio  and
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in terfacial tension of two fluids com prising the  system are  to be 
com parable to tha t of typical vapor-liquid systems, e.g. viscosity 
ratio  of w ater-air system, p-j/p-Q = 45 and th a t of freon-11, p.j/p.Q =  41 
at 25°C. The viscosity ra tio  of PPG to w ater is about 310 and the 
in terfacia l tension betw een these two liquids is about 0.005 N/m. 
T herefore, the c riteria  for the  selection of the  fluid systems is to 
have a h igher in terfacial tension and lower viscosity ra tio  than  
obtained using the fluid system #L W ater would rem ain as the prim ary  
liquid due to its low cost and high availability. The search for 
suitable fluids has resulted in a num ber flu id  m ixtures as the second 
liquid. T he physical properties of these equi-density fluid systems 
m easured at 25°C are shown in Table 9.2. These fluids are  m ix tu re  of 
various oils and appropria te  am ounts of carbon te trach loride  such th a t 
the density of the m ixture is the same as th a t of water. The fluids
are selected to cover the full range of viscosity ratios and
in terfacial tension of typical vapor-liquid systems.
Method of Mixing the Fluids - A  lite ra tu re  review  (C hapter II.) has
revealed tha t annular, slug, and bubble flow a re  comm only observed in 
m icro-gravity vapor-liquid flow. A nnu lar flow seems to be more 
predom inant under the m icro-gravity conditions (W illiam s et al., 1973;
Hill e t al., 1987). A fte r testing a num ber of nozzles, the annu lar 
type (concentric) nozzle configuration  # 4  as shown in Figure 9.6 is 
chosen to be used th roughout this study as it provides annual flow at 
the en trance section. A procedure has been adopted to in troduce the 
high viscous fluid first through the annu lar space followed by w ater
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Fluid #1 PPG-2000 1003 300 ~  5
Fluid # 2 Heavy Mineral 
Oil and Carbon 
Tetrachloride
998 ~31 ~ 32
Fluid # 3 Dow Corning 
Fluid and Carbon 
Tetrachloride
998 ~35 ~ 4 7
Fluid # 4 Same as Fluid # 3  
with Surfactant 998 ~35 ~  5
Fluid # 5 Kerosene and Carbon 
Tetrachloride 998 L3 ~38
Properties o f Air-Water system : @ 25°C
=  45 
y =  a072 N/m
Properties o f Freoo-11 : @ 25°C
P-i/M-r; =  41 
S  -  0018 N/m
Properties o f Freon-12 : @25°C
S  -  0.0085 N/m
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11.6 m m  OD
6 . 5 2  m m  ID WATER2 . 5 4 c m  ID
.CHECK
VALVES
F L U I D #  2
CONFIGURATION # 4
Figure 9j 6c  Annular-Type Nozzle Configuration.
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th rough  the inner tube. This procedure allows the flow to sta rt as an  
annular. The resulting  flow regim e is noted only a fte r th ree  to five 
m inutes from  the s ta rt of the experim ent allowing suffic ien t tim e to  
reach steady state conditions.
Effect o f Wettability - U nder an actual vapor-liquid system, the 
liquid is usually m ore w ettable w ith the pipe surface th an  vapor. In  
sim ulating  micro-g vapor-liquid flow, the w ater, sim ulating the 
"vapor" phase, is m ore w ettable w ith the tube surface. T h e  relative 
w ettab ility  of sim ulated "vapor" phase w ith the  tube surface m ust be 
decreased which is achieved by using the following procedure.
Surface Waxing - T he surface p roperty  of the  pyrex glass is altered 
by coating the surface w ith hard  carnauba wax which is com m only used 
as a m old release agent. The qualita tive  experim ents to study w etting  
ability of w ater and fluid # 2  fo r an unwaxed and waxed fla t glass 
surface yielded the follow ing results:
(i) fluid # 2  exhibited  no discernible d ifference in w etting 
betw een the  waxed and unwaxed glass surfaces showing only a 
"moderate" tendency to wet the glass in e ither case.
(ii) w ater showed a dram atic difference in w etting 
characteristics betw een the waxed and unw axed glass surfaces. W ater 
drops wet the unw axed surface qu ite  well. It took an ex trem e tilt of 
the glass surface to force the w ater to roll down. W hen a drop of 
w ater rolls down, it moves slowly and leave a trail of w ater film 
behind; thus, the w ater drop became sm aller as it rolled. O n the 
o ther hand, w ater drops wet a waxed glass surface hardly at all. T he 
w ater droplets bead up  nearly to  spheres. It took little  tilt to
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cause the  droplets to  roll down. W hen a w ater drop rolls, it rolls 
freely and leave no track a t all.
(iii) waxed glass even w hen subjected to  flowing w ater for several 
hours shows no change in its w etting characteristics.
These results suggest th a t w axing reduces w ater’s a ff in ity  for glass 
but leaves fluid # 2 ’s affin ity  fo r glass unchanged
In our experim ents, the  w etting  ability  of w ater is reduced by 
coating the inside of the 2.54 cm ID pyrex glass tube  w ith carnauba  
wax. T he two liquids are in troduced in to  the tube as described in  the 
m ethod of m ixing the fluids section. T he  flow regim e patterns a re  
observed through the viewing section to study the flow  behavior. The 
observed flow regim e data for both non-waxed and waxed tube surface 
are presented in T able 93. T he experim ents are conducted for tw o 
w ater flow rates o f 0.02074 and 0.1244 m/s. The flow regim e p a tte rn s  
and pressure drop data are  recorded for an increase in  fluid # 2  flow 
rates from  0.0067 to  0.4605 m/s. A  com parison of d a ta  for non-waxed 
and waxed surfaces at a w ater flow rate  of 0.02074 m /s shows th a t  an 
inverse annu lar flow regim e fo r non-waxed surface is replaced by a 
slug flow when th e  pipe surface is waxed. Similarly, com paring the  
data at a w ater flow rate  of 01244 m/s shows that d ro p  flow in the  
case of non-waxed surface is replaced by an annular-drop  flow fo r 
waxed surface. This clearly indicates th a t the change in w ettability  
characteristics of w ater (sim ulating "vapor") with respect to tube 
surface would replace the flow regimes such as inverse annular, 
inverse slug, etc., by flow regim es like slug, annular, etc. The 
pressure drops for flow regim es with waxed surface a re  greater th an
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Table 9 .3 . E ffe c t  o f W etta b ility : Flov Regime Data
1
Flow Rate| 
o f  | 
F lu id  # 2 ,| 
Ul s  (m /s)|
UG. -  °-
Flow Rate o f  Water, U
02074 m/s | U„ -










0.0067 | D | S D AD
11
(0 .16) | (1 .56) (0 .96) (1 .5 6 )
1
0 - 0218 1 IA | S D AD
i■
(0 .32) | (3 .83) (1 .28) (4 .6 3 )
I
0.0439 | IA | S D D
1■
(0 .96) | (6 .54) (1 .6 ) (3 .8 3 )
1
0.0748 | IA | S D AD
1I
(1-12) I (9 .09) (2 .39) (7 .82 )
1
0.1144 | IA | S D AD
1■
(2 .55 ) j (12 .6 ) (3 .19) (___)
1
0.1316 | IA | B D AD
1I
(3 .1 9 ) | (12.76) (3 .83) (1 7 .8 )
1
0.3382 | IA | B B AD
1■
(9 .57) j (16-7) ( ---- ) (16 .3 )
1
0.4605 | B | B — B
1
1
(>30) | (19 .0) (20 .4 )
Numbers in  parenthesis in d ica te  pressure drop across 5 .56  m. long tube 
se c t io n  in  inches o f w ater. For flow  regime d e f in it io n s  p lea se  r e fe r  to  
Table 4 .2 .
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for flow regim es w ith unw axed surface, as expected, fo r the  two 
w aterflow  rates of 0.02074 and 0J244 m/s. In  conclusion, the w etting  
p roperty  of w ater w ith  respect to the tube surface has a m ajor im pact 
upon the flow patterns. The waxing of tube surface (causing a low er 
w ater w ettability) has resulted in generating  flow regim es which a re  
closer to  real vapor-liquid flow regimes th a t are observed under 
micro-g conditions. T herefore, for an accurate sim ulation, the 
w ettab ility  of the sim ulating "vapor" rela tive  to the w ettability  of 
the sim ulating "liquid" (more viscous liquid) plays a critical part.
Since the liquid is m ore w ettable than vapor in real vapor-liquid 
systems, it is concluded that in our sim ulated system, the sim ulating 
"vapor" should have as little  w ettability  as possible relative to tha t 
of the sim ulating "liquid".
In short, the liquid-liquid system not only should possess equal 
density, but also should have appropria te  viscosity ratio, interfacial 
tension, and wettability characteristics of liquids w ith respect to 
tube surface in sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow behavior.
X. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
T he results of this study are  presented in two sections. In 
Section A, results and discussion of the sim ulated micro-g vapor- 
liquid flow regim e maps for d ifferen t equi-density flu id  systems a re  
presented and these results a re  com pared w ith the predictions of 
T aitel-D ukler and W eism an et al. models. In  Section B, the  sim ulated  
experim ental results are com pared w ith the actual micro-g vapor-liquid 
flow regim e data taken  in e ither a drop tower test o r an a irp lane  
trajectory.
Section A. Simulated Micro-g Flow Regime Maps
In  sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow, the viscosity ra tio  and  
relative w ettability  of the two fluids com prising the  system and th e ir 
in terfacial tension are  to be com parable to tha t of typical vapor- 
liquid systems, e.g. viscosity ra tio  of w ater-air system, p-j/p-Q = 45 
and th a t of freon-11, p-j/p-q  =  41 a t 25°C. The search for suitable 
fluids resulted in using a num ber o f  m ixtures as discussed in the  
previous section. These fluids are  immiscible and possess essentially 
equal densities. The surface property  of the pyrex glass tube is 
a ltered  by coating the surface w ith carnauba wax. This reduced the  
w ettability  of w ater w ith the glass surface, leaving the  w ettability  
of oil w ith the surface unaltered. In sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid 
flow, the oil which is more viscous and m ore w ettable liquid 
represents the "liquid" phase and  w ater (less viscous and less 
w ettable w ith respect to waxed tube surface) although a liquid as well
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a t test conditions, corresponds to  the  "vapor" phase. These fluids 
are introduced into the  tube th rough  an annular-type nozzle 
configuration. T he h igh  viscous oil is in troduced  first th rough  the 
annu lar space followed by w ater through the  inner tube.
Flow Regime Map - Fluid System # 2
In  flu id  system #2, w ater and  a m ix tu re  of heavy m ineral oil and  
carbon tetrachloride (fluid # 2 ) a re  used, w hich are im m iscible and 
possess essentially equal density. A  series o f flow pa tte rn s are 
observed for an increase in the  "liquid" flow rate  at a constant 
"vapor" flow rate. T he observed flow p a tte rn s  are classified into 
corresponding regim es based on the defin itions presented in Table 
42. The bubble flow is designated when the  "liquid" phase is 
continuous and fills th e  flow tube  while the  "vapor" is in  the  form  o f 
bubbles of size less than  or equal to the tube diam eter. T he slug 
flow is characterized by a lterna ting  "bullet" shaped slugs (greater in 
length th an  the tube diam eter) of "vapor" followed by "liquid" phase 
flow th a t com pletely fills the tube  cross-section. In the  annular- 
drop flow, the "liquid" phase com pletely wets the circum ference of th e  
tube and the "vapor" flow containing "liquid" drops, is confined to 
central core of the tube area. E xperim entally  observed vapor-liquid 
flow p a tte rn  maps for horizontal flow are show n in F igures 101 
through  103. D ata a re  presented on log-log plots with th e  following 
coordinate systems: F igure  101 - superficial "vapor" velocity, U q s 
versus superficial "liquid" velocity, U js; F igure 102 - superficial 
m om entum  flux of "vapor", P g U q s 2 versus superficial m om entum  flux  of 
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Figure 10J: Simulated Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow Regime Map -
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Figure 10.2: Simulated Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow Regime Map -
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Figure lOJc Simulated Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow Regime Map -
Fluid System # 2  (Equi-Density Heavy Mineral Oil +  CCI4  
and Water).
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versus Reynolds num ber of "liquid", Re^. T he reason for p lo tting  the  
data  on th ree  coordinate systems is discussed in the C hap te r IV. A  
key shows the flow regimes indicated by the  various symbols, and lines 
are  draw n betw een the various flow regimes. The change from  one 
regim e to ano ther is not always well defined; however, th e  lines 
represent the g radual transitions.
T he effect of increasing the "liquid" velocity a t the  relatively  
low "vapor" velocity of 0 . 0 2 1  m/s on the flow p a tte rn  can be seen in 
F igure 101 A t low "liquid" velocities, the bullet shaped slugs 
(like a classical Taylor bubbles) of "vapor" flow in the continuous 
phase of "liquid". A n increase in "liquid" velocity to about 0132 
m/s causes the "vapor" slugs to  disperse as bubbles. This is a 
typical bubble or dispersed bubble flow.
T he effect of increasing "liquid" velocity a t the relatively  
m oderate "vapor" velocity of 0124 m/s on the  flow p a tte rn  shows th a t 
a t low to m oderate "liquid" velocities the "liquid" phase com pletely 
wets the circum ference of the  pipe and the "vapor" flow is confined to 
the cen tral core. T here are  also considerable "liquid" drops flowing 
in the continuous central core of "vapor" phase. This flow regim e is 
classified as a annular-drop flow. Sometimes the th in  film  of 
"liquid" along the wall appears to be washed off into the  drop flow in 
the cen tra l core. The "liquid" surface of annu lar film  appears to be 
rough and occasionally takes the form  of roll waves. As the "liquid" 
velocity increases from  0.02 to  0.46 m/s, the flow pa ttern  changes 
from  annular-drop to bubble flow.
In general, as the "vapor" flow rate  is increased for a defin ite  
low "liquid" velocity, the flow pa ttern  goes through slug to a
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annular-drop flow. A t high "vapor" velocities, the "liquid" is throw n 
out along the circum ference of the tube and the "vapor" flows in the 
cen tral core. Some "liquid" droplets are  detached from  the flu id  
in terface  giving annular-drop  flow. A t h igh  "liquid" flow rates, the 
flow is observed to be a bubble flow.
Figures 10.2 and 103 show the flow regim e maps using superficial 
m om entum  fluxes and Reynolds num bers as coordinate systems, 
respectively. These figures show the sam e trend in discretizing the 
flow regim es as discussed for flow regim es in F igure lOX
Comparison of Model Predictions with Experimentally Simulated 
Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow Regime Data: For horizontal flow, T aite l 
and D ukler (1976), and W eism an et al. (1979) have proposed models to 
predict the various transition  lines. T he flow regim e transition  
equations as discussed earlie r have been used to generate  flow p a tte rn  
boundaries at micro-g levels and are presented in F igures 10.4 through  
10.9.
These figures show typical flow regim es for freon-11 vapor-liquid 
system (25°C , sa tu ration  pressure of 1 atm , 234 cm ID  horizontal 
tube, and for various values of g/gn, nam ely, 10*2 and 10" .^ T he 
freon -11 was chosen as a reference system because of its po ten tia l to 
be used as a coolant in a two-phase loop for space applications. As a 
m atte r of fact, N A SA has been seriously considering the  use of freon 
fluids as coolants. T he predicted transition  lines for the freon-11 
system by both models are presented on log-log plots w ith the 
following coordinate systems:- Figures 10.4 and 103 - Reynolds num ber 
of "vapor", ReQ versus Reynolds num ber o f "liquid", Re^ for g/gn =


































Figure 104: Comparison of Simulated vs. Model Predictions;
Simulated Micro-g Flow Regime Data - Fluid System #2; 
Flow Regime M aps Freon-11,  234 cm ID Horizontal, 25®C, 
Sat- Press^ g/gn =  1 0 -  - -Taitel-Dukler ModeL 
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Figure 10.5: Comparison of Simulated vs. Model Predictions;
gnm iatid  Micro-g Flow Regime Data - Fluid System #2; 
Flow Regime Maps: Freon-11, 254 cm ID Horizontal, 25°C, 
Sat. P tcssl,  g/g„ =  I d 3 ,  - - -Taitd-Dukler Model,
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Figure lOjtie Comparison of Simulated vs. Model Predictions;
Simulated Micro-g Flow Regime Data - Fluid System # 2;
Flow Regime Maps; Freon-11, 254 cm ID Horizontal, 25®C,
Sat. Press^ g/gn =  10-2, - - -Taitel-Dukler Model,
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Figure 10.7: Comparison of Simulated vs. Model Predictions;
Simulated Micro-g Flow Regime Data - Fluid System #2;
Flow Regime M aps FYeon-11,  254 cm ID Horizontal, 25®C,
Sat. Press, g/gjj =  10% - - -Taitel-Dukler Model,
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Figure lOJfc Comparison of Simulated vs. Model Predictions;
Simulated Micro-g Flow Regime Data - Fluid System #2; 
Flow Regime Maps; Freon-11,  254 cm ID Horizontal, 25°G, 
Sat. Press, g/gg =  10^ , - - -Taitel-Dukler Model,
 Weisman et aL ModeL
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Figure 10.9: Comparison of Simulated vs. Model Predictions;
Simulated Micro-g Flow Regime Data - Fluid System # 2; 
Flow Regime Maps: Freon-U, 254 cm ID Horizontal, 25®C, 
SjifT Press, g/gjj = 10~3, - - -Taitel-Dukler Model,
 W eisnan et aL ModeL
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U Gs versus superficial "liquid” velocity, U js fo r g/gn = 1 0 “^  and 
10"3; and Figures 10.8 and  10.9 - m om entum  flux  of "vapor", P q U q s 2 
versus m om entum  flux  of "liquid", PjU| s 2 fo r g/gn =  10~2  and 10"3, 
respectively. In all these flow regim e maps, model transition  
predictions by the W eism an et al. are  represented  by solid lines, and  
those of the  T aitel-D ukler by broken  lines.
The flow regime experim ental data of flu id  system # 2  are 
superim posed on F igures 10.4 th rough  10.9 and  are identified  by 
legends. T he three d ifferen t coordinate system s have been studied to  
determ ine which system  best fits the  sim ulated experim ental data w ith  
model predictions. A  com parison of the experim ental d a ta  with th e  
model predictions in Figures 10.4 and 10.5 fo r g/gn = 10"- and 10~3, 
respectively, reveals th a t the Reynolds num ber coordinate system does 
not provide a good f it  for the sim ulated m icro-g experim ental data  
against m odel predictions. U nder the superficial velocity coordinate 
system (Figures 10.6 and 10.7), the transition lines slug-annular and 
slug-bubble as predicted by both models a re  not in good agreem ent 
with equi-density fluid experim ental data. U nder the superficial 
m om entum  flux coordinate system (Figures 10.8 and 10.9), the 
experim ental data and model predictions can be com pared better a t g/gn 
= 10“3. Basically both the models predict th e  same type o f flow 
regimes, namely, slug, bubble, and  annular-m ist. However, the size, 
shape, and location of the flow regim e regions differ considerably 
from one another. In Figure 10.9, the transition  to bubble flow as 
predicted by both the models, appear to be in reasonable agreem ent 
with the experim ental data. In addition, the  transition lines 
slug-annular and bubble-annular as predicted by the T aitel-D ukler
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model are  in better agreem ent w ith the experim ental da ta  th an  by the  
W eism an e t al. model. In general, the superficial m om entum  flux 
coordinate system shows a better f it  betw een the sim ulated 
experim ental data  and model predictions for micro-g vapor-liquid flow 
regimes. A  detailed analysis for the  justification of the use of 
superficial m om entum  flux coodinates is provided in A ppendix  B. 
Subsequently, the com parison of flow regim e d a ta  of equi-density 
fluid systems with actual micro-g vapor-liquid flow will be m ade on a 
flow regim e m ap w ith superficial m om entum  fluxes as a coordinate 
system.
T he flu id  system # 2  experim ental results a re  also com pared against 
model prediction for vertical flow. Figure 10.10 shows typical flow 
regim es predicted by both  the T aite l e t al. and W eism an-K ang models 
for freon -11 vapor-liquid system (25°C , sa tu ration  pressure of 1 atm,
2.54 cm ID  vertical tube) at g/gn = 10"3. The experim ental data  for 
fluid system #2  are superim posed on Figure 10.10 and the com parison 
clearly show that the transition  lines predicted by both the  models 
deviate considerably w ith those of sim ulated experim ental data.
Flow Regime Map - Fluid System # 3
In  fluid system #3, w ater and a m ixture of Dow C orn ing  200 F lu id  
(50 cSt) and carbon tetrachloride (fluid #3) are  used, which are  
immiscible and possess essentially equal density. The physical 
properties of this fluid system a t 25°C  are: viscosity ratio  =  35, 
density ratio  = 1, and in terfacial tension = 0.047 N/m betw een fluid 
# 3  and water. Using the  nom enclature of T able 42, th ree  flow 
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1 0 1 1  w ith superficial velocities as a coordinate system, shows the  
observed flow  regimes du ring  the experim ents a t d ifferen t flow  rates.
A  key shows the flow regim es indicated by the  various symbols, and 
lines are d raw n  between the  various flow regimes. Figure 1012 
utilizing superficial m om entum  fluxes as a coordinate system, shows 
th e  transition  lines p redicted  by the  models of T aite l-D ukler and the 
W eism an e t al. for freon-11 system in  a horizontal flow at g /gn =
10-3. The flow  regime experim ental da ta  for flu id  system # 3  are 
superim posed on Figure 10.12 and a re  identified by legends. A  
com parison reveals that th e  transition to bubble flow as predicted  by 
both the models, appear to  be in reasonable agreem ent w ith the 
sim ulated experim ental data . In addition, the transition  lines slug- 
annu lar and bubble-annular as predicted by the T aite l-D ukler model a re  
also in b e tte r agreem ent w ith experim ental da ta  than  by th e  W eism an e t 
al. model.
Flow Regime Maps - Fluid Systems # 4  and # 5
The flu id  system # 4  is the sam e as that of fluid system #3  except 
the  in terfacial tension betw een fluid # 3  and w ater is a ltered  by 
adding small am ount of T rito n  x-100 surfactan t to  water. T he  addition 
o f surfactan t reduces the  interfacial tension from  0.047 to  0.005 
N/m. This system is selected to study the effect of in terfacia l 
tension keeping the viscous forces the  same. T he observed flow  
regimes are shown in F igu re  10.13.
The flu id  system # 5  is chosen to  study the e ffect of viscosity 
ra tio  between equi-density fluids on flow  regime transitions. In  
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Figure 10J3: Simulated Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow Regime Map -
Fluid System # 4  (Equi-Density Dow Corning 200 Silicone 
Oil +  CCI4  and Water +  Triton x-100X
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te trach loride  (fluid #5) are  used, whose viscosity ratio  = 13, 
density ra tio  = 1, and an  in terfacial tension =  0.038 N/m. T he 
observed flow regimes a re  plotted in  Figure 1014. In  both systems # 4  
and #5, the  type of observed flow regim es are  bubble, slug, and 
annular-drop.
Effect o f Interfacial Tension mi Flow Pattern Transitions
A com parison of flu id  systems # 2  and #3  shows th a t the  viscosity 
ratio  is about the same order of m agnitude (31 and 35, respectively) 
for both; however, the in terfacial tension differs considerably (0.032 
and 0.047 N/m, respectively). T herefo re  the sh ift of transition  lines 
from  one flow regim e to another in these two systems as seen in 
Figures 101 and 1011, could be a ttrib u ted  to the change of 
in terfacial tension. This com parison shows th a t th e  transition  line 
to bubble flow for the fluid system # 3  is at a som ew hat low er "liquid" 
velocity than  for the flu id  system #2. On the o th er hand, the 
transition  line to annular-drop flow for the fluid system #3  is a t a 
som ewhat higher "vapor" velocity than  for the flu id  system # 2 .
To study the effect of in terfacial tension alone on transition  
lines, experim ents are  conducted for fluid system # 4  which is same as 
th a t of fluid system #3 except the in terfacia l tension betw een fluid 
#3 and w ater is a ltered  (from  0.047 to  0.005 N/m) by adding small 
am ount of T riton  x-100 surfactan t to water. T he qualita tive  
observations of fluid system #4  show that the "vapor" slugs a re  kind 
of unstable in the sense they start of as a perfect ’Taylor" bubble 
and could not sustain its shape because of low in terfacia l tension and 
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slug region indicated in F igure  1013. A  com parison o f Figures 1011 
and 10.13 show th a t the transition  from  slug to bubble flow occurs at 
som ew hat h igher "liquid" flow rates and also the transition  from  slug 
to annular-drop occurs a t relatively  lower "vapor" velocities for 
flu id  system #4.
In  short, h igher the in te rfac ia l tension, sooner the  flow p a tte rn  
changes to bubble flow. T his is in agreem ent w ith the  fact th a t the 
higher in terfacial tension should assist bubble form ation. On the 
o th er hand, h igher interfacial tension delays the transition  to 
annular-drop  flow.
Effect o f Viscosity ratio on Flow Pattern Transitions
A  com parison of fluid systems #2  and #5 shows th a t the 
in terfacial tension is about th e  same o rder of m agnitude (0.032 and 
0.033 N/m, respectively) for both; however, the viscosity ratio  
d iffers considerably (31 and 13, respectively). T herefore , the sh ift 
of transition lines from one flow regime to another in these two 
systems as seen from  Figures 10.1 and 10.14, could be a ttrib u ted  to 
the effect of viscosity ratio. This com parison shows th a t the 
transition  line to bubble flow for the flu id  system # 2  is at a 
som ew hat higher "liquid" velocity than for the fluid system  #5. I t is 
also interesting to note tha t a com parison of Figures 1031 and 1034 
(fluid systems # 3  and #5, respectively) shows the transition  line to 
bubble flow is a t approxim ately  the sam e position. T his may be due to 
a difference in in terfacial tension (0.047 to  0.038 N/m, 
respectively). A  comparison o f Figures 103, 1031, and 1034 shows 
tha t the boundary line to an n u la r flow fo r the fluid system # 5  is a t
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about the same location, bu t with a sm all slope w hen com pared to fluid 
systems #2  and  #3.
Effect o f Tube Diameter on Flow P atton  Transitions
To study this effect, O’H earn  (1988) has conducted equi-density 
flu id  experim ents in 12.7 mm ID tube fo r fluid system  #3. T h e  flow 
regim es observed are presented in F igure  10.15. A  com parison of 
F igures 10.11 and 1015 (25.4 and 12.7 m m  ID, respectively) shows tha t 
tube d iam eter has a strong effect on the  transition  line to an n u la r 
flow. However, the effect of d iam eter on the transition  line to  
bubble flow doesn’t seem very conclusive. The transition  to an n u la r 
flow occurs relatively a t lower "vapor" velocities fo r 12.7 than 25.4 
mm ID tube. F u rthe r w ork needs to be done in order to reach definite 
conclusions for this effect.
These experim ents show that flow  regimes can be generated  by the 
use of two immiscible liquids of equal density, by controlling 
viscosity ratio, in terfacial tension, and w ettability characteristics, 
w hich would m atch with reasonable accuracy the flow regim es as 
predicted by the  T aitel-D ukler and W eism an et al. models w hen 
ex trapolated  to micro-g levels. H ow ever, the valid ity  of this 
technique can only be fully  tested by com paring the sim ulated equi- 
density flow regim es against the actual micro-g vapor-liquid flow 
regim e data. This aspect of the project will be discussed in Section 
B o f this chapter.
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Figure 10J5c Simulated Micro-g Vapor-Liquid Flow Regime Map -
Fluid System # 3  (Equi-Density Dow Corning 200 Silicone 
Oil +  CCI4  and Water) on 12.7 mm ID tube.
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Section B. Comparison of Simulated vs. Actual Micro-g Vapor-Liquid 
Flow Regime Data
H eppner e t aL (1975) are the  first research w orkers to perfo rm  
th e  m ost extensive w ork on m icro-gravity gas-liquid flow. They have 
conducted experim ents to  study the  effect of gravity on flow regim e 
transition  boundaries and pressure drop. Two-phase flow  of a ir  and  
w ater in a tube of 2.54 cm ID  and 25.4 cm long was exam ined firs t on 
earth , then  in a KC-135 a irc raft sim ulating micro-g for abou t 20 sec. 
per trajectory. The flow regim es observed are  annular, slug, plug 
(elongated bubble), and bubble flow. A lthough  the test section 
length  was short and duplicate tests gave significantly d iffe ren t 
results, the work is a landm ark  study. U nfortunately , the  original 
film s apparen tly  are  no longer available. T he only com parison th a t 
can be m ade is th a t our sim ulated experim ents predicts the  same type 
of flow patterns, namely, slug, bubble, and annular, as seen by 
H eppner et al.
In  A pril, 1987, H ill e t al. (1987) have conducted experim ents in 
a NASA-JSC KC-135 using a very controlled instrum entation  to study the 
effect of gravity  on flow regim e boundaries and pressure drop. 
O bservations are  m ade of an adiabatic two-phase flow of freon-114 in 
a tube of 1.58 cm ID  and L83 m long (L/D =  116). T he a irc ra ft flies 
a series of parabolas to obtain  the  reduced gravity for about 25 sec. 
per parabola. Due to the  short duration  of each reduced gravity 
period, the experim ents are  conducted for th ree  consecutive parabolas 
for the same opera ting  conditions. The observation of flow regim es 
are m ade for d ifferen t freon-114 qualities (5 to 80 % range). The 
flow regim es observed are typically classified into slug and annu la r
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flows as shown in Figure 10.16. The flow regim e data  a re  p resented  on 
log-log plot w ith superficial m om entum  flux of both phases as 
coordinates. T he bubble flow is not observed for the qualities they 
have studied. For freon-114 qualities below 10 percent, continuous 
liquid slug has been found to be interspersed w ith bubbles of high 
vapor void fraction. These bubbles take  the form  of classical T aylor 
bubbles which are  bullet nosed and boat-tailed. Above about 15 
percent, an annu lar flow has been observed. A t the highest qualities, 
fro thy  annular-m ist flow has been observed. Small dispersed bubbles 
in annu lar film  are observed most of the time. They have also 
concluded th a t the boundary betw een slug and annu lar flow was best 
predicted by T aitel-D ukler (1976) model.
The transition  lines for equi-density fluid system #3  are 
superim posed on Figure 1016. A n im portan t transition  on this flow 
regim e m ap is the transition  betw een annular type flow and slug flow. 
This transition line com pares well w ith the H ill e t al. data. T he two 
data  points indicating the slug flow lie w ithin the sim ulated slug 
region.
The D ukler et al. (1987) have recently  carried out air-w ater flow 
experim ents both on the Lewis 30.5 m drop tower (9.5 mm ID  and 0.457 m 
long test section and 22. seconds long micro-g period) and on the 
Lewis Learjet (12.7 mm ID  and 1.06 m long test section and 12 - 22 
seconds long micro-g period). The flow patterns as reported  by 
studying the m ovie films obtained from  both experim ental setups, are: 
annu lar, slug, and bubble flows as shown in Figure 10J.7. D ata  are 
presented on log-log plot with superficial m om entum  flux of both 
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the  flow regim es obtained from  drop tower tests, and the  open symbols
are  data obtained from  L earjet experim ents.
The gradual transition  lines from  the flow regim e m ap  (Figure 
1011) for equi-density flu id  system # 3  are superim posed on F igure 
1017. A  com parison of flow regim e data  betw een the ac tual micro-g 
air-w ater flow and sim ulated equi-density fluid system shows th a t the 
transition to  annular flow  is in reasonably good agreem ent; however, 
the  slug-bubble transition  for our sim ulation experim ents appears to
be occurring a t lower liquid flow rates.
In A pril, 1987, Lovell et al. (1987) have conducted experim ents 
in a NASA-JSC KC-135 to study the effect of gravity  on flow regim es 
and pressure drop. O bservations are  made of boiling and condensation 
of water-steam  system in a tube of 8  mm ID. T he data a re  still being 
analyzed. T he  flow regim es are classified from  a study of a high­
speed im ager videos. F igure 1018 shows the hand  tracings of 
d ifferen t micro-g flow regim es from  videos. T he  characteristics of 
these flow regimes are: bubble flow - well dispersed steam  bubbles of 
varying size, slug flow - stable ’T aylor" steam bubbles which are 
axisym m etric, bullet nosed, flat tailed  and separa ted  by clear liquid 
slugs, an n u la r flow - the  annular w ater film  is very wavy w ith 
occassional large roll waves sweeping by at velocities approaching the 
steam  velocity and im portantly  the film  is considerably th icker and 
carries significant num ber of steam  bubbles th an  for the typical one-g 
annu lar flows. To com pare qualitatively  the flow regimes in  our 
sim ulation studies against those of actual micro-g flow regim es, the 
hand traces of d ifferen t flow regim es of fluid system  #3  from  videos 
a re  presented in Figure 1039. The com parison o f Figures 1038 and
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1019 show tha t the  shape of sim ulated bubbles in slug flow are  in 
good agreem ent. The size of bubbles in bubble flow appears to  be 
un iform  in our sim ulation experim ents com pared to wide d istribu tion  of 
sizes in actual micro-g experim ents.
In  conclusion, three flow regim es as predicted by our sim ulated 
experim ents a re  the  same as observed in the micro-g environm ent, 
nam ely, slug, bubble, and annu lar flows. The transition  boundaries 
am ong these flow patterns, found in o u r sim ulated equi-density fluid 
systems, are in good agreem ent w ith those of actual micro-g vapor- 
liquid flow regim e data. The actual vapor-liquid flow regim e data  
taken  under micro-g environm ent by two independent investigators for 
two d ifferen t flu id  systems are in good agreem ent w ith our sim ulated 
equi-density flow regime data.
A  technique or m ethod of sim ulating  micro-g vapor-liquid flow has 
been proposed, discussed, and verified which perm its the investigation 
of two-phase phenom ena in a steady-state dynamic flow in a 
te rrestria l laboratory  for unlim ited periods of time. Prelim inary 
experim ental results also show tha t th is technique can be applied  for 
predicting spacial d istribution of vapor-liquid phases in a sta tionary  
system (please re fe r to A ppendix C). T he technique utilizes two 
immiscible liquids of equal density which in tu rn  offers the 
possibility of e lim inating the buoyancy forces and thus sim ulating 
micro-g vapor-liquid flow on earth . T he validity of this technique 
has been confirm ed in an experim ental program  by verifying the 
sim ulated data against actual micro-g vapor-liquid flow regim e data  
taken  e ither in a drop tow er tests or an airplane trajectory.
Finally, flow regim e maps for vapor-liquid flow in a micro-g
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environm ent have been developed for usage in designing two-phase 
systems for space applications.
XL CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE
A  technique or m ethod of sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow  has 
been proposed, discussed, and verified w hich perm its th e  investigation 
of two-phase phenom ena in a steady-state dynamic flow  in a 
te rre stria l laboratory  for a significant period of tim e. The 
sim ulated  data obtained  by using this technique are  in  good ag reem en t 
with th e  actual vapor-liquid flow  regim e data taken under micro-g 
environm ent by tw o independent investigators for tw o d ifferent flu id  
systems.
T h e  following conclusions can be draw n from  th is study: 1. 
M icro-gravity vapor-liquid flow can be sim ulated on ea rth  by the  use 
of two immiscible liquids of equal density, 2. The observed micro-g 
vapor-liquid flow regim es are: slug, bubble, and annular-m ist, 3.
Im p o rtan t controlling param eters in the equi-density flu id  system a re  
in te rfac ia l tension, relative w ettability, and  viscosity ra tio  between 
two fluids, 4. The predicted flow regim e transition lines under m icro- 
g conditions by the  models of T aitel-D ukler and W eism an et al. d iffe r 
considerably in type, size, and shape, 5. These model predictions show 
considerable deviation in flow regimes w hen com pared against 
experim entally  sim ulated micro-g vapor-liquid flow da ta , 6 . These 
models need to be refined for micro-g applications, and  7. A 
com parison of sim ulated experim ental d a ta  using equal density flu ids 
against actual micro-g vapor-liquid flow regim e data  reveals that: a) 
there is an agreem ent on type of flow regimes, i.e., slug, bubble, and  
annular-m ist, b) a flow  regim e m ap based on superficial m om entum  flux
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coordinates shows better com parison, c) transition  to  annu lar flow 
regim e is found to  be in b e tte r agreem ent. Finally, th e  flow regim e 
m ap fo r vapor-liquid flow in a micro-g environm ent has been developed 
for usage in designing two-phase systems in space applications.
In  nucleate pool boiling, bubble d ep artu re  radii from  micro-g 
data o f Siegel and Keshock (1964) are com pared against predictions 
from  th e  proposed static and dynam ic force balance approach and  five 
well know n correlations. T he static and dynam ic force balance 
approach predictions are in good agreem ent w ith the  experim ental 
data. In  particular, the overall effect of surface tension is to 
delay, not to assist, the bubble departure. The only data  needed for 
predicting  the departu re  radius are the wall superheat, contact angle, 
and the  physical properties of the fluid system. In  m icro-gravity, 
the bubbles become quite large and the grow th tim es are longer 
com pared with those in earth  gravity.
T he side benefit of this study has been the developm ent of a 
tensiom eter to m easure in terfacial tension betw een two immiscible 
liquids of equal/unequal densities. This has been one of the m ajor 
contributions to the  overall project.
XU RECOMMENDATIONS
T he following recom m endations are  made:
L For any im provem ent in th is sim ulation technique, the  w ettab ility  
of liquids with respect to solid surfaces (adhesion tension) should be 
quantified . In sim ulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow, th e  relative 
w ettab ility  p roperties of equi-density liquids with respect to tube 
surface need to be m atched in the order o f m agnitude to that of 
typical vapor-liquid systems. T o achieve this, one w ould require  to  
m easure adhesion tension of fluids with respect to tube  surface. A  
lite ra tu re  survey has revealed tha t there is no reliable instrum ent 
which could m easure the w ettab ility  properties of flu ids except 
m easuring the contact angle. T he contact angle only refects a 
qualita tive  m easure, but not the  quan tita tiv e  m easure of w ettab ility  
of fluids. There is a great need to develop an in strum en t which can 
m easure the adhesion tension of fluids w ith respect to  solids. T h e  
applications of such an instrum ent would be many, such  as in 
electronic m aterial processing, m aterial processing in space, and in 
the microscopic studies of d iffe ren t processes.
2. T he region of in terest of flow regim e m ap in w hich gravity is the  
dom inant force has been defined in this study based on a qua lita tive  
reasoning. It is recom m ended th a t fu rth e r work be conducted to  well 
define this gravity  dom inated region by considering all the forces 
acting on the two-phase system and com paring their rela tive  orders of 
m agnitude at d iffe ren t phase velocities. T his may be accom plished by 
com paring the follow ing dimensionless groups:
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Froude num ber, F r =
W eber num ber, W e =
Bond num ber, Bo =
G rashof num ber, G r =
Reynolds num ber, Re =
3. For a detailed  verification of this sim ulation technique, there  is 
a need for reliable vapor-liquid flow regim e data taken  in actual 
micro-g environem nt than  available at present. Some studies have been 
conducted e ither in drop towers or in a irc ra ft trajectories as 
discussed earlie r in this thesis. Perhaps, the  most reliab le  data
could be obtained in e ith e r a space shu ttle  o r space station. T he 
advent of a space shu ttle  presents new opportun ities fo r conducting 
reduced-gravity experim ents for a longer duration  of tim e under fully 
controlled conditions. T herefore , boiling and/or condensation, and 
adiabatic two-phase experim ents w ith sensitive, accurate, and reliab le  
in trum en ta tion  should be conducted in a space shu ttle  to augm ent the 
database for micro-g two-phase flow.
4. This sim ulation technique has poten tialities to study the dynam ic 
and/or static aspects of micro-g vapor-liquid flow by conducting 
ea rth  based experim ents. Prelim inary studies on sta tic  vapor-liquid 
systems are presented in A ppendix C. T his technique can also be used 
to study the surface tension driven flow (M arangoni effect) which is 
significantly im portan t in m ateria l processing in space (e.g., 
crystallization, electronic m aterial processing, etc.). M arangoni













tension region. In terfac ia l tension decreases w ith an increase in 
tem perature . This efect can be studied by taking two im m iscible 
liquids ’A ’ and ’B’ of equal density. T ake  a pool of liquid ’A ’ in a 
container and subject it to a series of hot and cold spots. T h is will 
establish steady sta te  tem pera tu re  contours in liquid ’A ’. In ject a 
droplet o f known size of liquid ’B’ in the  pool of liquid ’A ’. T he 
only forces acting on the system  are surface forces. T em pera tu re  
contours establish a gradient in in terfacial tension. T herefore, the  
droplet will m igrate from  low to high tem pera tu re  contours. M arangoni 
effect can be studied by m onitoring the m igration of such droplets.
The param eters th a t may be studied are: droplet size, location of 
injection, container geom etry, location of hot and cold spots, and 
d ifferen t fluid systems.
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APPENDIX A.
APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL VAPOR-LIQUID FLOW REGIME DATA
Table A . l : F lu id  System /1  Runs
1 UGs Uls FLOW PATTERNS 1 A p /A l , xlO3 || (m^s) fm7s > (ft. water/foot!
0.010 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 2.64 1
0.039 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 6.59 |
0.082 INVERSE ANNULAR | 3.28 |
0.134 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 5.27 1
I 0.025 0.168 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 7.46 (
0.209 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 9-65 |
0.283 INVERSE A N N U L A R..... 1 14.3 1
0 .358 INVERSE ANNULAR | 20.9 |
0.462 BUBBLE
_ 0.010 . INVERSE ANNULAR 1 2.19 |
0.039 INVERSE ANNULAR I 5.14 |
0.082 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 4.37 1
0.134 INVERSE ANNULAR t 3.51 |
| 0.042 0.168 INVERSE ANNULAR
0.209 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 10.97 1
0.283 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 18.8 1
0.358 BUBBLE 1 __ 19.6 1
0.462 BUBBLE | 20.2 1
0.010 DROP 1 1.11 1
0.039 INVERSE SLUG/ANNULAR 1 2.00 1
0.082 INVERSE SLUG/ANNULAR 1 2.67 |
0.134 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 3.56 |
| 0.075 __ 0.209 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 4.23 |
0.283 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 7.34 1
0.358 . INVERSE ANNULAR 1 10.9 |
0.462 BUBBLE i 14.2 |
0.522 BUBBLE 1 19.1 1
_ _Q. 010 . DROP _ 1 1.36 1
0.039 DROP t 2.04 1
a. 082 .... INVERSE SLUG 1 2.45 |
| 0.12 0.134 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 3.40 1
0.209 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 4.62 |
0.283 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 5.71 |
0.358 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 7.88 1
0.010 DROP 1 3.02 1
0.039 DROP 1 3.75 |
0.082 DROP 1 4.89 1
0.134 DROP . _ _ 1 5.81 |
I 0.208 0.209 DROP/INVERSE ANNULAR 1 6.77 |
0.283 DROP/INVERSE ANNULAR 1 8.45 1
0.358 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 10.9 1
0.462 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 13.0 1
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0.522 INVERSE ANNULAR 1 16.0
0.010 DROP/MIST. _ __ 1 10.9
0.039 DROP/MIST 1 12.8
0.082 DROP/MIST 1 14.5
0.134 DROP/MIST | 15.8
0.436 0.209 DROP/MIST 1 16.9
0.283 DROP/MIST 1 18.8
0.358 DROP/MIST 1 21.0
0.462 DROP/MIST 1 23.3
_Q. 522 DROP/MIST | 26.7
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T a b le  A .2 : F l u i d  S y stem  #2  R uns
1 fm^i)
Ul«. 1 FLOW PATTERNS ( Ap /A l , x i o 3
fm/s1 1 Ift. water/foot
0.007 1 SLUG 1 2.17 1
0.022 1 SLUG 1 4.35 1
0.044 1 SLUG 1 7.88 1
0.075 1 BUBBLE 1 11.7 |
I 0.006 0.114 1 BUBBLE____ .. i.. 17.4 1
0.132 1 BUBBLE 1 18.2 ]
0.338 1 BUBBLE 1 46.2 1
0.461 1 BUBBLE 1 75.0 1
0.007 1 SLUG 1 2.72 |
0.022 t SLUG 1 6.52 1
. 0.044 1 SLUG 1 11.1 1
0.G75 I SLUG 1 15.5 |
i 0.021 0.114 1 ..SLUG 1 21.5 1
0.132 1 BUBBLE 1 21.7 |
0.338 1 BUBBLE 1 47.5 |
0.461 1 BUBBLE 1 . 81.0 |
0.007 1 SLUG 1 2.72 1
0.022 1 SLUG 1 _ 5.98 1
.0.044 1 SLUG 1 10.3 |
0.075 1 SLUG 1 13.9 [
I 0.042 0.114 1 SLUG . ..... ... .1 19.8 1
0.132 1 SLUG 1 24.5 1
0.338 1 BUBBLE 1 54.3 1
0.461 1 BUBBLE 1 86.3 |
0.693 1 BUBBLE 1 121.0 |
0.007 1 ANNULAR-DROP
0.022 1 SLUG/ANNULAR-DROP I 5.71 |
0.044 1 SLUG 1 9.24 1
0.075 1 SLUG 1 14.9 1
I 0.075 0.114 1 SLUG 1 19.0 1
0.132 1 SLUG 1 34.5 1
0.338 1 SLUG 1 63.0 |
0.461 1 BUBBLE 1 92.1 1
0.693 1 BUBBLE ___ _ ..... I 127.0 1
0.007 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 2.72 1
0.022 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 7.88 |
0.044 I ANNULAR-DROP 1 6.57. |
0.075 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 13.3 1
I 0.124 0.114 1 ANNULAR-DROP
0.132 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 30.4 1
0.338 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 69.0 |
0.461 1 BUBBLE 1 86.0 1
0.007 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 5.43 |
0.022 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 5.98 1
0.044 1 ANNULAR-DROP f 7.06 j
0.075 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 7.34 1
| 0.207 0.114 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 8.15 1
I__Q.132___I____ ANNULAR-DROP I 10 .1
I__ 0.338__ I AMNULAR-DRQP I 23.0
I__ Q.461___|____ ANNULAR-DROP I 63.0
________I___0.693__ I BUBBLE____________________ I 2Q7.Q
I__ CL-flQ-Z___I____ ANNULAR-MIST_____________ I___16.6
I__ 0.022___|____ ANNULAR-MIST I 18.2
I__ Q.Q44___I____ ANNULAR-MIST_____________ I 19.8
I__ Q..Q75___I____ ANNULAR-MIST_____________ I 19.8
0.436 | 0.114 I____ ANNULAR-MIST I 20.9
I__ Q.132___I____ ANNULAR-MIST_____________ I 26.0
I__ Q.338___1____ ANNULAR-MIST_____________ 1___3_4.5
I___Q.463___I____ ANNULAR-MIST_____________ I 49.Q
________I___Q.,633___I____ ANNULAR-MIST______________I 5 8 . 0
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T a b le  A .3 :  F l u i d  S y stem  #3 R uns
1 Ufo
fm}s1 1
FLOW PATTERNS | AP/AL, xlO3
1 fm^sl 1 ft... water/foot
| SLUG 1 2.56 1
0.015 | SLUG t 3.52 |
0.034 1 SLUG/BUBBLE 1 7.36 1
0.053 1 BUBBLE | 11.2 1
| 0.006 ._Q^G02_ ! BUBBLE ... . 1 15.7 |
0.094 1 BUBBLE 1 17.9 |
0.253 1 BUBBLE 1 45.1 1
0.403 1 ____BUBBLE 1 74.5 1
0.006 1 ... SLUG ...._ 1 3.20 t
0.015 ) SLUG 1 0.14 |
0.034 1 SLUG | 11.0 1
0.053 1 SLUG I 14.4 1
0.007 1 SLUG 1 20.0 |
| 0.021 0.094 1 BUBBLE 1 22.7 1
0.253 1 BUBBLE 1 50.0 1
0.403 1 BUBBLE. ... __ 1 75.0 1
0.557 1 BUBBLE 1 108.0 |
0.762 1 BUBBLE | 150.0 |
0.006 1 SLUG 1 3.52 |
0.015 1 SLUG 1 8.0 1
0.034 1 SLUG... . .... 1 ii-o |
0.053 1 SLUG 1 12.0 1
0.007 1 SLUG 1 14.0 1
| 0.042 0.094 1 SLUG 1 26.0 1
0.253 1 BUBBLE 1 55.0 |
0.403 1 BUBBLE 1 88.1 1
0.557 1 BUBBLE | 122.0 1
0.762 1 BUBBLE 1 156.0 t
0.006 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 3.0 |
0.015 1 SLUG 1 10.0 |
0.034 1 SLUG t 13.0 |
0.053 1 SLUG 1 20.0 1
0.007 1 SLUG 1 26.0 1
| 0.075 0.094 1 SLUG I 28.0 1
0.253 1 .BUBBLE 1 61.0 |
0.403 1 BUBBLE 1 95.0 |
0.557 1 BUBBLE 1 122.0 |
Q^QQ6 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 6.4 |
0.015 1 ANNULAR-DROP _ i 6.4 1
0.034 t ANNULAR-DROP 1 6.4 1
0.053 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 12.0 1
0.007 1 SLUG/ANNULAR-DROP 1 45.0 )
| 0.125 0.094 1 SLUG/ANNULAR-DROP 1 37.0 1
0.253 1 SLUG 1 74.5 |
0.403 I SLUG 1 102.0 1
0.557 1 SLUG/BUBBLE 1 135.0 |
0.762 1 BUBBLE 1 170.0 1
0.006 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 6.4
0.015 | ANNULAR-DROP 1 7.0
0.034 | ANNULAR-DROP 1 8.0
0.053 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 9.0
0.087 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 11.0
0.208 0.094 I ANNULAR-DROP 1 12.0
0.253 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 45.0
0.403 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 108.Q
0.557 1 ANNULAR-DROP /BUBBLE 1 156.0
0.762 1 BUBBLE 1 183.0
0.006 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 16.0
0.015 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 20.0
0.034 | ANNULAR-MIST 1 20.0
0.053 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 21.0
0.087 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 22.7
0 .436 0.094 | ANNULAR-MIST 1 23.0
0.253 | ANNULAR-MIST 1 37.0
0.403 1 ANNULAR-MIST ___ 1 54.0
0.557 t ANNULAR-MIST 1 88.1
0.762 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 142-3.. ,
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T a b le  A .4 :  F l u i d  S y s tem  #4 R uns
1 (m^sh (m}s) I
FLOW PATTERNS 1 A p /A l , xlO3
I f t .  w a t e r / f o o t
0.006 | SLUG (UNSTABLE ) j 0.32 |
0.015 1 SLUG ( " ) 1 0.96 1
0.034 1 SLUG ( " .) 1 1.6 1
0.053 1 SLUG ( " 1 1 4.2 1
I 0.006 0.087 1 SLUG ( " ) 1 7.4 1
0.094 1 SLUG ( ■ 1 1 9.9 1
0.253 1 BUBBLE 1 47.0 1
0.403 1 BUBBLE _ 1 74.5 1
0.557 1 BUBBLE 1 95.0 |
0.762 1 BUBBLE 1 142.0 1
0.006 1 SLUG (UNSTABLE) | 0.64 |
0.015 1 SLUG ( " ) 1 0.96 1
0.034.L . .SLUG ( " 1. ! 0.96 |
0.053 I SLUG ( " ) 1 1.92 |
0.087 1 SLUG r ■ ) . 1 2.88 1
| 0.021 0.094 1 BUBBLE 1 11-2 |
0.253 1 BUBBLE ___ 1 42.0 1
0.403 1 BUBBLE | 61.0 1
0.557 1 BUBBLE 1 88.0 1
0.762 1 BUBBLE ........ I 115.0 1
0.006 1 ANNULAR-DROP I 0.64 1
0.015 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 0.64 1
0.034 1 SLUG 1 1-3 |
0.053 1 SLUG ____ 1 3.52 1
0.087 1 SLUG/ANNULAR-DROP | 9.6 1
| 0.042 0.094 1 SLUG 1 9.0 . . 1
.0.253 1 . ..ANNULAR-r DROP/BUBBLE | 47.3 1
0.403 1 BUBBLE 1 67.7 1
0.557 1 BUBBLE 1 88.1 1
0.006 1 ANNULAR-DROP | 0.96 |
0.015 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 1.6 1
0.034 I ANNULAR-DROP 1 1-6 |
0.053 1 SLUG 1 2.2 1
0.087 t SLUG 1 2.9 1
I 0.075 0.094 1 SLUG ... 1 4-2 |
0.253 1 ANNULAR-DROP | 61.0 1
0.403 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 81.3 1
0.557 1 ANNULAR-DROP/BUBBLE | 129.0 1
0.006 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 4.5 1
0.015 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 1.9 1
0.034 | ANNULAR-DROP 1 1.9 1
0.053 1 ANNULAR-DROP | 2.2 1
0.087 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 4.5 1
I 0.125 0.094 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 5.4 |
0.253 ( SLUG 1 17.0 |
0.403 1 BUBBLE 1 47.4 1
0.557 1 BUBBLE 1 129.0 1
0.208
0.006 1 ANNULAR-MIST t 2.9 t
0.015 1 ANNULAR-MIST | 2.9 1
j
n°ij ANNULAR-MIST 1 3.2 |
0.053 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 3.5 )
0.087 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 5.1 1
0.094 1 a n n u l a r -m t s t 1 5.8 1
0.253 1 ANNULAR-MTST 1 13.8 I
0.403 1 ANNULAR-DROP | 33.9 |
..0.257 1 BUBBLE I 47.4 1
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T a b le  A .S : F l u i d  System  #5  Runs
1 ( m j a ) 1 fm}s1 I
FLOW PATTERNS 1 A p / A l , XlO3
Ift. water/foot
1 1. 0.014 1 SLUG 1 0.96 1
| | 0.040 1 BUBBLE 1 1.28 _ 1
1 1- 0.078 1 BUBBLE 1 1.28 1
| 0.006 |. 0.135 | BUBBLE 1 1.9 1
1 1- 0.272 1 BUBBLE 1 8.0 1
1 1- 0.409 . 1 BUBBLE t 11.8 1
| | 0.579 I BUBBLE 1 20.2 1
1 1- 0^014 L SLUG 1 0.91 1
1 1- 0.040 1 SLUG 1 1.28 1
1 1- 0.078 | SLUG/BUBBLE 1 1.60 1
1 0.021 L 0.135 1 BUBBLE 1 2.2 1
1 t- 0.272 1 BUBBLE 1 8.6... . 1
1 1- 0.409 1 BUBBLE .. I 12.5 1
| | 0.579 1 BUBBLE 1 22.7 ... 1
1 1. 0.014 1 ANNULAR-DROP/SLUG 1 0.96 1
1 1- 0.040 1 SLUG 1 1 . 2 8  |
1 1- 0.078 1 SLUG 1 1.92 1
| 0.042 j 0.135 1 SLUG 1 2.2 |
1 1- 0.272 1 BUBBLE 1 8.96 1
1 I. _CL409 1 BUBBLE 1 14.4 1
1 1 0.579 1 BUBBLE 1 24.6 1
1 1- 0.014 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 0.96 |
1 1- 0.040 1 SLUG 1 1.92 1
1 1- 0.078 1 SLUG 1 2.56 1
I 0.042 0.135 I SLUG 1 3.84 1
1 1- 0.272 1 SLUG/BUBBLE 1 8.96 1
1 1- 0.409 1 BUBBLE 1 13.8 1
i I 0.579 1 BUBBLE 1 27.2 1
1 1- 0.014 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 2.6 1
1 l_ 0.040 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 2 . 9  1
1 l_ 0.078 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 3. 5 * .  t
I 0.125 | .0.135 1 ANNULAR-DROP/SLUG I 8.6 |
I | 0.272 1 SLUG 1 11.8 1
I | 0.409 1 BUBBLE 1 19.5 1
1 | 0.579 1 BUBBLE 1 31.3 .  1
1 1_ 0.014 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 3.2 1
1 1- 0.040 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 3 . 8  1
1 1- 0.078 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 5.1 1
I 0.210 | 0.135 1 ANNULAR-DROP 1 8-0 1
| | 0.272 1 BUBBLE 1 16.3 1
I | 0.409 1 BUBBLE 1 24.0 1
1 1 0.579 1 BUBBLE 1 34.2 ._ |
I | 0.014 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 13.1 1
I | 0.040 1 .. ANNULAR-MIST 1 13.4 1
I | 0.078 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 17.6 )
I 0.436 | 0.135 1 ANNULAR-MIST | 21.8 1
I | 0.272 1 ANNULAR-MIST 1 29.4 |
1 Q. 409 t ANNULAR-MIST 1 33.9 1
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The flow rates in Table A.6 to Table A.9 are based on 
tube diameter of 1 inch.
Table A.6: Calibration of Flow Meter for Fluid /I 
Brooks Flow Meter : Si. No. 7305-49938
1 Scale Reading Flow Rate, m/s 1
1 10 0.0096 1
t 20 0.0396 1
1 30 0.0821 1
1 40 0.1342 |
1 45 0.1680 |
I 50 0.2087 |
1 60 0.2834 1
1 70 0.3579 1
| 80 0.4624 1
1 90 0 . 5 2 2 0 ........... . 1
Table A.7: Calibration of Flow Meters for Fluid 4 2
a. Brooks Flow Meter : SI. No. 7305-49938






b. Fisher&Porter Flow Meter : Si. No. A-4578






Table A .8: C alib ration  o f  Flow Meters fo r  F lu id  #3
a. Brooks Flov Meter : SI. No. 7305-49938
| Scale Reading Flow Rate, m/s |
1 io 0.0939 |
1 20 0.2528 1
1 30 0.4034 1
1 40 0.5572 1
I SO 0.7615 1
b. Fisher&Porter Flow Meter : SI. No. A-4578
1 Scale Reading Flow Rate, m/s 1
1 5 0.0055 1
1 10 0.0154 1
1 15 0.0336 |
1 20 0.0525 1
t 25 0.0868 1
Table A .9: C alibration  o f Flow Meters fo r  F lu id  #5
a. Brooks Flow Meter : SI. No. 7305-49938
Scale Reading Flow Rate, m/s |
10 0.272 1
14 0.409 _ 1
20 0.579 1
30 0.866 I
b. Fisher&Porter Flow Meter : SI. No. A-4578
Scale Reading 1 Flow Rate, m/s
15 1 0.1157
17 1 0.1354
. Fisher&Porter Small Flow Meter : No Identification
| Scale Reading Flow Rate, m/s 1
1 20 0.014 _ |
1 _ 50 0.040 1
1 80 0.061 1























.01 . 1 0 1.0 10. 4 0
INPUT SILICONE OIL-WATER RATIO
WATER VELOCITY, M /S
□ 0 .006  
A  0.021 
O 0 .0 4 2  
+ 0 .0 7 5  
X 0 .4 3 6
Figure AJL : Pressure Gradients for Fluid System # 3  as a Function 
of the Input WaterOO Ratio and Waer Velocity.
APPENDIX B.
APPENDIX B.
Equilibrium Annular Flow in  M icro-Gravity
In the literature review (Chapter II), it is reported that the 
annular flow is a common flow regime under micro-g conditions. The 
process of analyzing the transitions between flow regimes can be 
viewed to start from the condition of annular flow, and then to 
determine the mechanism by which a transition from annular flow to 
either a slug or bubble flow would take place. The development of 
mathematical equations to describe these transition lines is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. However, this analysis would not only help 
in drawing similitude between simulated and actual micro-g vapor- 
liquid flow but could also become the starting point for deriving 
equations to describe the transitions lines.
Consider an equilibrium annular flow as shown in Figure B.l. The 
orientation of the pipe is unimportant due to the absence of gravity 
component. A momentum balance on each phase yields:
Equating the pressure drop in the two phases gives the following 
results
Liquid: 0 (B.l)
Vapor: T.S. - 0
1 i ( B. 2)
0 (B. 3 )
where geometrical parameters are given by
A, - ?  (D2 - d2) and A - ^  d2
X. G ( B. 4 )
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S, - HD and S. - Hd (B.5)1 1
Substituting these in equation B.3 and upon simplifying gives
T1 “ Ti D/d (B*6)
The shear stresses are evaluated in a conventional manner with U being
the average phase velocity
f P l U l 2  „ , f Pg(Ug " Ui>2 -  * ^  r* 7 \T = ------  and T « -------------  ~ f------ (B. )
1 1 2 1 1 2 G 2 
with the liquid and vapor friction factors evaluated from
[Vii- r»8».i-
fl ' Cl L'vi'J “d f<5 " Cfi L'v"j fB'8!
where D and D are the hydraulic diameter evaluated from J. G
AAf 4Afi
D. - --- - D - d  and D. -  --- - d (B.9)
S. G S„ + S.1 G l
In this work, the following coefficients were utilized: -
0.046, n - m - 0.2 for the turbulent flow, and C - C. “ 16, n - m =G L
1.0 for laminar flow. It is useful to transform equation B.6 for 
different flow conditions such as laminar liquid - laminar vapor, 
turbulent liquid - turbulent vapor, etc.
Laminar Liquid -  Laminar Vapor
Substituting equations B.7 through B.9 in B.6 for laminar flow 
conditions gives:
u- r d2 i
G * (B.10)
u  p ,  *  d ) J
However, in terms of superficial velocities, by substituting U -G
UGs/e, - U^s/(l-e) in equation B.10 results in
-i




where e = (d/D)2 = void fraction.
It is interesting to note that U„ and U, are linearly relatedGs Is '
for a given void fraction if both vapor and liquid are flowing in a 
laminar flow, i.e., the interaction of these two phases may be 
represented on a flow regime map with superficial velocities as a 
coordinate system
Turbulent. Liquid - Turbulent Vapor
Substituting equations B.7 through B.9 in B.6 for turbulent flow 
conditions gives
r»Gr  rpGr  _ r^r-3 r < r  a
K J  Lp J  Lp gJ L° - dj D
However, in terms of superficial velocities, by substituting U =G
U_ /e, U- = U. /(l-€) in equation B.12 results in Gs 1 Is *
r»0sr  rpGi“ r i
— — = —— —   ^g 13)
Lu l s j  L p J  L p g J [a-ey-an-^)°-2]
This equation shows that the relationship between the two phases
for a given void fraction and viscosity ratio can be approximated in
2
terms of PGuGg for vapor phase and P^Uj_s for liquid phase, i.e., the 
interaction of these two phases can be represented on a flow regime 
map with superficial momentum fluxes as a coordinate system.
Laminar Liquid - Turbulent Vapor
Substituting equations B.7 through B.9 in B.6 for laminar liquid 
and turbulent vapor flow conditions gives
Ip-! 1 T 3*8 e2'+ 1 (B. 14)
Lp-g°J L A l - . d V . j
This equation shows that the relationship between the two phases




for a given void fraction and viscosity ratio can be approximated in
2
terms of PGUGg for turbulent vapor phase and U^g for laminar liquid 
phase.
Similitude Analysis
Simulation of micro-g vapor-liquid flow is accomplished by the 
selection and use of two immiscible liquids of equal density. It is 
important to have a flow regime map with coordinates on which one 
could compare flow regime data of simulated equi-density liquid system
and actual micro-g vapor-liquid system. It is critical to know which
1
combination of coordinates (U , p_U Re , etc.) to use forGs G Gs G
comparison.
In simulating micro-g vapor-liquid flow, comparable viscosity 
ratio and interfacial tension between equi-density fluids as that of 
typical vapor-liquid systems are used. For a given viscosity ratio, 
equations B.ll, B.13, and B.14 show the relationships between the two 
phases (liquid-liquid or vapor-liquid) for various flow conditions. 
That is, the interaction of two phases can be graphically represented 
with the following coordinate systems for various flow conditions: 
laminar vapor - laminar liquid : UGg vs. U^g
turbulent vapor - turbulent liquid : P(jUQs2 VS’ ^1U 1s2
2
turbulent vapor - laminar liquid : P„U„ vs . U.
r n G Gs Is
As discussed in Chapter IV, region of interest (Figure 4.2) in which 
gravity force is dominant, consists of turbulent vapor - laminar 
liquid. Laminar vapor - laminar liquid region is of no practical 
importance because of very low flow rates. In the simulation 
experiments, water which is simulating the real "vapor" goes from
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laminar to turbulent and fluid # 2  which is simulating the "liquid" 
does remain in laminar in the range of flow rates studied as shown in 
Figure 10.3. Therefore these equi-density liqud systems do simulate 
the region of interest quite well. Since the region of interest 
basically consists of turbulent vapor - laminar liquid, the 
comparison between simulated vs. actual micro-g data can be made on a 
flow regime map with a coordinate system : superficial momentum flux 
of vapor, pQ^Qg 2 vs* superficial velocity of liquid, Since the
density of our simulating "liquid" (oils) is of the same order of
magnitude as that of typical liquids, the y-coordinate can be changed
2
from U^s to without introducing any significant error.
Therefore, the comparison between simulated vs. actual is made on a
flow regime map with a coordinate system : superficial momentum flux
2 2 
of vapor, PqUGs v s - superficial momentum flux of liquid, P ^ U ^
throughout this study.
It is interesting to compare modified coordinates (as discussed
in Chapter V.) of Baker's flow regime map (Bell et al., 1970) with the
superficial momentum fluxes from this analysis. Baker uses G_/\ and
G^ i|/ which are essentially square root of corresponding superficial
momentum fluxes as coordinates. The similarities are:
This comparison shows that these coordinates are similar in nature. 
Hewitt and Roberts (1969) are the first ones to use superficial 
momentum flux as coordinates to represent a flow regime map.
* r  /  P-l —  ( G ^ r
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APPENDIX C
SIMULATION OF VAPOR-LIQUID 
STATIC SYSTEMS IN MICRO-GRAVITY
Consider a stationary container filled with any vapor and liquid 
under normal earth gravity conditions. It would be quite easy to 
figure out the spatial distribution of the vapor and liquid. It will 
be essentially a stratified configuration in which the liquid 
occupies the bottom and the vapor the top part of the container. This 
is because the difference in the buoyancy forces of these two phases 
(liquid is heavier than vapor). The question is what would be the 
spatial distribution of these two phases if the container is placed in 
a micro-g environment (i.e., absence of buoyancy forces). This is an 
important problem in a number of space applications, e.g., vapor- 
liquid configuration in a solar thermal energy storage system in 
which heat transfer rate is dependent, to a large extent, on the 
position, shape, and location of the vapor.
In the absence of gravity and other body forces as in the case 
for a vapor-liquid static system in micro-g, the surface forces 
determine the shape and location of the void(s). The use of two 
immiscible liquids of equal density offers the possibility to 
eliminate the buoyancy forces and thus simulate a micro-g vapor-liquid 
static system on earth. In simulating micro-g vapor-liquid static 
system, the fluid which is more wettable with the container surface 
simulates the "liquid” phase and the fluid which is less wettable 
would simulate the 'vapor” phase. By matching the surface forces of 
equal density liquid-liquid system to that of a real vapor-liquid
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system, it is possible to simulate micro-g vapor-liquid static system 
on. earth.
Proof of Concept: This technique is used to simulate an air-water 
(surface tension is 0.072 N/m) static system in micro-g environment. 
The simulating fluid system consists of the mixture of silicone oil + 
CCl^ and water of equal density (interfacial tension between these two 
liquids is about 0.047 N/m}. Figure C.l shows the result of our 
simulation technique. Stationary spherical droplet (less wettable and 
low viscous water) simulates micro-g "air" surrounded by more wettable 
and high viscous liquid (silicone oil + CCI4 ) simulates micro-g 
"water". An air-water experiment in a stationary system has been 
conducted during parabolic trajectories in a KC-135 aircraft. The 
spatial configuration of air and water in this experiment is shown in 
Figure C.2. It can be seen that the air formed a single spherical 
bubble surrounded by water. When the static system is disturbed by 
shaking the container, it is observed that the dispersed air bubbles 
quickly coalesce back and form a single spherical bubble. It can be 
concluded that our technique has been successful in simulating air- 
water system in micro-g.
Mathematical Analysis - Thermodynamic Considerations
A thermodynamic analysis of the morphological nature of the 
possible spatial distribution of vapor in the vapor-liquid static 
system may be obtained by considering the free energy changes taking 
place for a hypothetical case. The spatial distribution of vapor 
could be of any shape all the way from stratified to perfect spherical 
vapor bubble(s). Since no mixing or demixing is involved, the only
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Figure C 2 : Schematic of Air-Water Experiment in a Stationary
System Under Micro-g Environment (KC-135 Aircraft).
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contribution to the free energy change is due to the creation of a new 
interface. This free energy change, A g  can be expressed as
A g  ■ 2  Ai C.l
where, y^ is the interfacial tension of the i-th interface and A^ is 
the corresponding interfacial area. Each of the different 
morphologies will have different combinations of yjA^ due to their 
respective geometric shapes. This makes the analysis straight forward 
as long as the interfacial forces are constant and can be measured.
The thermodynamics dictates that the system will reach static 
equilibrium when A g is minimum for a particular configuration of the 
vapor in the system. In other words the spatial distribution of vapor 
in vapor-liquid static system will take a form for which A g predicted 
by equation C.l is minimum. To verify this model, it is necessary to 
measure all the interfacial forces including interfacial tension and 
adhesion tension and adhesion wetting of liquid and vapors with 
respect to container surfaces.
APPENDIX
APPENDIX D
Sources of Chemicals and Equipment
Polypropylene Glycol-2000
Heavy Mineral Oil 
(340-360 USP @ 100°F)
Carbon Tetrachloride
Dow Coming 200 Fluid 
(50 cSt)
Kerosene
Amyl Benzoate, Anisole, 
Benzonitrile, Butyl 





All Glass Vare and 
Accessories
John R. Hess and Sons, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2096 
Providence, R.I. 02905 
(401) 785-9300
General Chemical 
133 - Leland Street 
Framingham, MA 01701 
(617) 872-500
Bulk Sales Department 
Aldrich Chemicals 
940 West Saint Paul Avenue 
Milwaukee, VI 53233 
(800) 556-2426
George Mann & Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 9066 
Providence, R.I. 02940 
(800) 556-2426
H & H Oil Co., Inc. 
Portsmouth Avenue 
Greenland, NH 03840 
(800) 322-0313
Pfaltz & Bauer, Inc. 
172 E. Aurora St. 
Vaterbury, CT 06708 
(203) 574-0075
Ace Glass, Inc.
P.O. Box 6 8 8
1430 Northwest Boulevard 
Vineland, New Jersey 08360 
(609) 692-3333
